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in depth. As indicated above,. "price and cost" and depth of market
were reported by institutions, in that order, as the prime reasons for
doing business over the counter in listed stocks. It is now possible,
in the light of this discussion of market mechanics, to discuss the ap-
plication of these generalizations and, incidentall~y, to see that the
two actually represent different aspects of a single ~actor--the insti-
tution’s objective of realizing the best possible net cost or proceeds
in each transaction.

(1) The p~blic com/rMssio~ schedule of the NYSE
Institutio.ns. dealing in large blocks of stocks on the NYSE pay the

same commmslon, computed on the dollar value of each round lot, as
other public customers; they receive no adjustment or graduated dis-
count for the number of round lots in multiple round-lot transactions.
In specific terms, the commission on a single round-lot trade in a $40
stock is $39, and on a 10,000-share transaction it is $3,900. In con-
trast, institutional customers generally deal as principals on the .third
market and pay (or receive) a pmce net of commission ’fixed by 
market maker who can adjust his markup to allow for all pertinent
factors.

To simplify grossly for purposes of illustration, in a 10,000-share
purchase of a $40 stock, the institution’s total cost on the Exchange
is $403,900, $400,000 being the price of the shares and $3,900 commis-
sion. A market maker on the third market with a share cost of $40
may quote less than $403,900 on a principal basis by a markup of less
than $3,900. Conceivably, with a share cost of 40%, or even 40I~, he
can produce a total customer cost of less than the Exchange total by
settling for a lower markup.

This effect of the commission schedule was described in the tes-
timony to the Special Study of an I~YSE specialist. The response
to a question as to why a sale might be handled over the counter was :

He (i.e., the public customer) thinks he is saving the commission and trades
net and gets a better price. He will ask you (i.e., the specialist) and you will
say it is 40 bid for 300, and then he wilI sell it to the over-the-counter fellow at
39~, and, in the big board he will ~)nly get 39%, because the commission would
be three-eighths.

Though the commission rates on the Exchange approximate I per-
cent at the level of shares priced at $40,17" the area available for the
operation of the market maker’s flexible markup policy is at least
double this size. The broader latitude results from the fact that the
minimum total public cost of an exchange transaction is the sum of
the commissions paid by buyer and seller, is° The comparable cost on
the third market is the spread realized by the market maker on his
purchase and sale of the stock. Thus, if a stock is quoted at 897/8-
40% on the Exchange, the net proceeds, after commissions, to a seller
would be 391/~ and the net cost to a purchaser 401/~ (commission costs
bein~ rounded to three-eighths in each case) In this illustration, the
1-point net spread, representang the cost of transfermng the shares
from one public customer to another, is the market available for the

~ The commission ranges from a higher percentage at lower price levels to a lower
percentage for the higher priced shares. See ch. VI.I.2.

aSOThe cost is greater if the specialist realizes a spread in transactions for his own
account. See oh. VI.D.6.c.
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market maker’s negotiation of prices.181 He may quote the seller 39~
and the buyer 40¼ so that each realizes a quarter of a point more, net,
than on the Exchange even while the market maker earns a gross
spread of half point.

(2) Depth of market
Depth of market has been discussed and defined 1~ at various points

throughout this report. As used here in the particular context of
negotiating transactions of depth, the term refers to the quantity of
buying, or selling.interest, in a stock, at particular price, levels..

Its relevance to lnst~tutions dealing in blocks is obvious. Assume
a situation in which the institution wishes to buy 10~000 shares of a
stock within a range of 40-42 when the last price on the Exchange was
40 and the current quotations there are 39~-401/~. These quotes on
their face mean no more than that, at the moment of the quotation,
the first purchaser at the market can buy 100 shares at 401/~. The
institution’s broker can determine from the specialist the number of
shares available at 40¼ but not the size of the market away ~rom the
quotes; i.e., the number of shares offered at 403~, 401/~ and so on. He
may often obtain a "cleanup" bid (or offer) from the specialist cover-
ing al-1 or part of the order. As pointed out, however, in chapter
VI.D, there is considerable variation in the willingness and ability of
specialists to submit competitive quotations.

If the institution either does not wish to, or cannot, obtain a cleanup
price, it must estimate the amount of stock likely to be offered on the
Exchange at each price level. There are several sources: orders al-
ready on the specialist’s books, new orders ~rom the public or members,
and the specialist’s sales for his own account. The depth of a stock’s
market is obviously a unique characteristic, varying for each stock and
constantly changing for the same stock. The market for one stock
may be able to absorb, in the case of a sale, several thousand shares
without driving down the price, while the price of another may drop
appreciably on the sMe of afew hundred shares. Experienced traders
are able to make close estimates of the likely depth of an Exchange
market, but they never kn(~w definitely. A vital element is the extent
of the specialist’s participation. ~s~ In the example given, he may
supply part or all of the institution’s order at the offering price of
40~ or some higher figure. Itis in this decision that his willingness
tO deal and resources became important. And it is at this point, after
his _fiduciary obligations as agent have been satisfied, that the special-
ist functions in the same way as a market maker in the over-the-counter
market,ls~

In the final analysis, then, selection of the market or allocation of
an order between the two may well depend, in any specific situation,
upon the relative ability and willingness to deal of the specialist and
the market maker. These attributes vary for individual units of each
group, and even for the same units at different times. It is not the
purpose of the Special Study to compare the two markets on this

¯ S~his assumes a situation of simultaneous purchase and sale in which the market
maker does not change his inventory position.

xse See ch. V.B.4.
¯ ~ For general discussion of the i’ole of the specialist in handling large transactions on

the exchange, see ~ch. VLD.6.h.
a~ The specialist also operates, of course, un4er certain restraints governing the impact

of his trading on the market.
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level ls5 but rather to point out what may often be the crucial factor
in an institution’s selection of a market for the trading of blocks of
securities.

Its determination thus requires, first, an evaluation not only of all
the factors making up the price situation of a sto~k on the Exchange
at any time but, also, of the likely depth of its market, whether pro-
~vided by the public, Exchange members or the specialist functioning
as a market maker. It then compares this estimated price adjusted
for commission cost, with the net price it can secure by direct negotia-
tion with the off-board market makers. The result, depending on the
particular facts of each case, is a decisio.n to trade--if it decides to go
forward at all--in either market or both. In each case its objective is
normally to secure the best possible net price.

This discussion of some of the considerations which appear to under-
lie the designation by institutional investors of price and cost, and
depth of market, as influencing their use of the third market necessarily
has focused attention on regular-way executions on the auction market
of the Exchange. It must be remembered, of course, that institutions
also employ the Exchange’s special plans discussed in part C.2.a(3),
though these are generally instituted for the distribution of stock and
not its accumulation. They also participate in prearranged crosses
on the floor of the Exchange, discussed in part C.2.a(2), which cor-
respond to the off-board agency transactions of the market makers as
well as of broker-dealers not making markets. Here, too, the effect of
the commission schedule is significant. A cross on the floor of the
Exchange involves the payment of two full commissions, one by the
seller and one by the purchaser, while the commissions charged in an
agency transaction on the third market are negotiable, with the NYSE
m!ni.mum generally constituting the ceiling. Often only a single co.m-
mlssmn, less than the Exchange commission, is charged,ls6

6. RELATIONSHIP ~VITH THt~ EXCHANGE ]~ARKETS

The preceding portions of this part have already described :certain
aspects of the relationship of the over-the-counter market in listed
securities to the exchange markets. In addition to these aspects and
the general questions of depth of market and ccompetition discussed
below in section 7, there are several specific areas in which the markets
impinge upon each other.
a. Trading by the mar]cet maIcers on the exeha~ges

Broker-dealers active on the third market may also, trade, of course,
the same stocks on the exchanges. The market makers report utiliza-
tion of the exchanges "to offset inventory positions resulting from
over-the-counter business," "investment purposes," and in several in-
stances, "customers’ instructions." One of the largest market makers
estimates that 30 percent of his exchange trading results ~rom invita-
tions to participate in crosses of stock on the NYSE and that his busi-
ness of this kind is growing steadily each yearY7 Broker-dealer inter-

ls~ The specialist’s resources and positions are discussed in oh. VI.D.4.e. For a discus-
sion of the res~.~rc.es and positions of the market makers, see see. 3.b above.¯ s~ See see. 4.n,.~oove. , ~
~ ~!Desptte the fulI. co .~,~.Issl0n patti on such transactions, the price is low enough so that
th~ firm’s ~6s¢’~fter’ cbtn~nt§sions is said to be substantially better than the previous
tape price. For price action in this situation generally, see ch. VI.D.
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mediaries generally cited "customers’ instructions" and "to obtain
a better execution for the customer" as their reasons for trading on
the exchanges.

.The seven largest market makers transacted on the exchanges a vol-
ume equal to an average of 4=.8 percent of their off-board volume in
the same stocks during the 3 base weeks of Questionnaire OTC-6.
For six firms the portion ranged from 2.2 to 7.9 percent, while for the
seventh it was 14.6 percent (table VIII-59). The transactions tend
to be large in size, several being in 1,000-share lots, with a preponder-
ance on the buy side. No other general pattern is discernible.
b. Exchange me~r~bers in the over-the-counter market

The general NYSE prohibition against over-the-counter dealing by
its members in listed securities lss is followed with varying degrees of
strictness by the other exchanges. The Midwest Exchange, for ex-
ample, prohibits trading in-
* * * issues admitted to dealings in the exchange off the floor of the ex-
change unless permission shall be requested in writing and obtained from the
President. * * * ~

The Pacific Coast Exchange varies this policy by distinguishing be-
tween agency and principal transaction. In the former, its members
may go off board only under specific conditions, and then after re-
ceiving permission from a governor of the Exchange and member of
the Floor Trading Committee.1~° Where members are trading as prin-
ci.p.als, however, this Exchange .appears to have a more liberal pro-
vision than the others. It permits members to deal off board under
specified conditions without prior approval. Members of this Ex-
change who are also members of the NYSE (i.e., dual members) are
prohibited from such off-board trading by NYSE rules. But sole
members of the Pacific Exchange, free of such restrict’ion, have ap-
parently availed themselves of the opportunity to do business off
board with the market makers. The incentive is the same, of course,
as that of broker-dealer intermediaries discussed in section 4.b above :
to avoid payment of the NYSE public commission rates.TM

c. The late tape
The importance of the NYSE tape to the off-board market makers

has already been indicated. One market maker attributed his deci-
sion to cease trading industrial stocks and to concentrate on the more
stable utilities at least in part to the fact that "when you ran into a
late tape, we found that you could be hurt pretty badly," presumably
by persons taking advantage of superior knowledge of prices on the
floor of the exchange.

On the other hand, two of the larger market makers advised the
study that the late tape of May ~8~ 1962, did not inhibit their market-
making activities. One state~ that despite this handicap, .his quotes
in American Telephone & Telegraph never exceeded a one-point spread
throughout the day. The firms apparen.tly relied on the so-called

~ss NYSE constitution, art. XIV, sec. 8. rule 394.
~ss Midwest Stock Exchange constitution and rules, art. XXII, rule 6. ’l~he rules also

provide for an "unrestricted" list which is equivaler~t to the ~N:gSE exempt list.
~o Pacific Coast Stock Exchange, rule XIII.
x~Compare the so-calle~ "arbitrage" practice described in ch. VI.I.2.a(1), a device

desigr~ed to permit regional specialists who were sole members to deal on the NYSE
without payin$ the full commlsslola.
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"flash" quotes of the NYSE, which ran only Slightly’ behind trans-
actions, and on such information as it was possible to obtain from
the floor of the exchange through a member firm. In addition, at
least one firm transacts business both before the opening and hfter
the close of the Exchange so that a portion of its trading is independ-
ent of the Exchange tape and quotes.1~2

d. Use of the exchanges to effect tranvavtions over the counter
The widespread practice whereby open-end investment companies

direct give-ups of brokerage commissions to broker-dealers selling
their shares, which is discussed in chapter VI.I.2.b(2) and chapter
XI.C, is responsible for what is perhaps the strangest relationship
between the off-board and exchange markets.

Though give-ups are common in connection with exchange transac-
tions, the principal market makers report no participation in equivalent
practices on the third market.193 The reason seems clear : the minimum
commission on the exchange is fixed and the commission cost is the
same to the investment company whether the executing broker retains
the entire amount or pays a portion to another broker in accordance
with the company’s directiops. Since there is no fixed markup or com-
mission scale on the third market, direction by an investment com.p~ny
to a market maker to give up a part o~ his markup or commlss~on
would increase the cost of the transaction to the fund and thereby
constitute u violation of the investment manager’s duty to the fund
shareholders to execute on the best available basis.

As a consequence of this difference, one broker, who had developed
a substantial business o~ negotiating sizable transact~ions in iisted
securities over the counter but found that the 0ver-the-counter market
did not provide sufficient flexibility for effecting reciprocal arrange-
ments, became a member of the Detroit Stock Exchange so that, for
stocks dually traded on that exchange, he could accomplish a reciproc-
ity purpose through such membership. His circula.~ to the .trade
announce, "40% Commission Allowable to Members of the NASD,"
and it appears that transactions which might otherwise be effected off
board presumably, at less cost than th6 two commissions charged on
the Exchange, are crossed on the floor of the Detroit exchange in order
to effectuate give-ups?9~ The use of such channels to facilitate give-
ups, if leading to higher execution costs, would appear to violate the
fund manager’s duty to execute at the best available price.

7. THE ROLE OF THE THIRD :FIARKET

From the point of vie~v of the exchange market--for this purpose
primarily the NYSE--an over-the-counter market in any of its listed
securities must be considered ~ form of multiple trading; that is, it
is a competitive market, and, insofar as it involves trading that would
otherwise .take place under the continuous ~uetion process of the
primary market, it affects that market’s depth. Since a single market
~mplies greater concentration of depth, whereas multiple markets

~ A large part of the business before the o.pening of the NYSE is, however, pegged
to the opening price there.

~ Two of the broker-dealer intermediaries reported, however, that they had given up
commissions in off-board transactions.

~ The Detroit exchange extends a discount in c(~mmission rates to all NASD members
and apparently permits the give-up on the same basis. Under its rules, the member must
place the transaction on the exchange unless he secures permission to trade off board.

96--746~--63---pt. 2------~8
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sug~.est greatest possibility of competition, the question of multiple
trading l"n listed securities--whether over the counter or on another
exchange---inevitably demands appraisal of the impact of the off-
board market on the exchange market on both scales.
v~ ET~evt on deI~th of trri~ mawket

Of the full group of 270 NYSE common stocks for which off-board
markets were made in 1961~ the off-boaxd sales of 119, or 44 percent,
were only 2.5 percent or less of s~les on the Exchange (table VIII-60).
Off-board sales of the 50 NYSE stocks with largest off-board sales
in 1961, however~ averaged 6.4 percent of sales on the Exchange (table
VIII-80), and such sales of 43 of the total list of I~70 stocks amounted
to more than 10 percent of sMes on the Exchange. But whether this
volume would have been transacted on the Exchange or whether the
diversion actually affected the operation of its continuous auction
market requires the assessment of a number of factors:

(1) As :pointed out above, most of the stocks traded on the third
market enjoy substantial activi.ty on the NYSE. Two hundred and
seven of the 270 stocks for which markets were made in 1961, or 77
percent, traded over 600,000 shares on the Exchange in that year.
Any. d.iversion of trading in stocks of such activity, which is equal to
a mlmmum average daily volume of 2~400 shares, would appear to be
less serious than for ~he more inactive stocks. Actually, the diversion
constituted by off-board volume in thes~ stocks tends to be relatively
low~ and exceeded 10 percent of Exchange volume in the case of only
21 of the 207 stocks.

But even these figures are subject to further analysis which tends
to minimize the effects of any diversion. Weight must be given to
changes in volume of trading over a period of time. Though the
percentage ~f off-board trading relative to hTYSE volume has in-
creased, the substantial growth ]n Exchange volume over the last 15
years points to the likelihood that the Exchange volume in the stocks
traded on the two markets is substantially greater today than it was
before trading on the third market reached present levels. It is also
important to study volume trends for individual stocks traded on
the third market. The Exchange’s share volume in the stocks traded
by one of the largest market makers increased 16.5 percent from 1961
to 1962 in the face of a substantial.growth in the market maker’s
volume and a 5.8-percent decline ~n the Exchange’s total share
vohlme.195

(2) There is no way of determining, of course, the portion of third
market volume in listed stocks that would be transacted on the ex-
changes in the absence, of an off-board market. Probably a large part
if not all, of the institutional volume would reach ,the NYSE if it
were the sole market for the trading of its stocks. But at least some
p.ortion of the volume contributed by the broker-dealer in.termediaries
rumply might not be transacted in listed stocks at all. Such broker-
dealers are not likely to recommend the trading of securities on which
they cannot, because of the public commission schedule of the Ex-
change, earn a commission.1~ Some portion of their volume may

¯ ~ A possible explanation appears to be that the market break of May 1962 affected the
yolu.m.e of..tra.ding in .stocks favored by institutions and featured on the third market much
~ess ~.¢nan rne trading ~n "pooular favorites"
~ ;~ .The~. are disabled, as ~ practical ~tter, from charging a commission or markup in

aaa~t~on to the Exchange commission. ~As pointed out in ch. VI.I, however, these
broker-dealers often receive some return on their business in listed stock~ via reciprocal
arrangements with Exchange members.
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therefor~ be considered an addition to the total trading of listed
stocks rather than a diversion from the primary market.

(3) An unqualified comparison of volume of trading on the two
markets necessarily fails to take into account the trading by the mar-
ket makers on the exchanges. As indicated above, this amounted to
4.8 percent of their trading in Exchange stocks during the base weeks
of Questionnaire OTC-6, a figure substantial enough to warrant an
adjustment in any comparison of relative volumes.

(4) Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the third market, what-
ever its effect on the depth of the primary market, provides the public
customer with overall markets of greater depth. The institutional
customer with an order too large to be transacted on the auction market
without effect on price and too large to be handled in its entirety by
the specialist, can, and often does, trade with the market makers. It
thereby derives the benefit of their resources as well as those of the
specialist. In this respect, the market makers function as quasi-spe-
cialists or auxiliary specialists 197 and add depth to the markets avail-
able to the institutional trader. As indicated above, the off-board
market may be viewed as competitive from the perspective of the
NYSE, but from the reference point of the institutional customer,
who is able to utilize the combined resources of both markets, it is
complementary.

A cognate consideration in the trading of the larger sized transac-
tions is the capacity of the off-board market to absorb them. The
relatively large size of institutional transactions in the third market
has already been pointed out.19s If such transactions were not divided
into a number of smaller trades and spread on the auction market of
the Exchange over a period of time--a pattern which might not always
fit into the trading plans of the public customer--they might tend to
produce a temporary imbalance of demand and supply rather than
contribute to the balance, and the removal of such transactions from
the auction market might therefore be regarded as enhancing rather
than impairing depth. Indeed, the major exchanges themselves, as
well as the Commission, have recognized the need for special plans to
handle large transactions, and the larger over-the-counter transactions
may be considered as competing more with these plans than with the
regular auction markets.
5. Function as a co~petiti~e market

The aspects of the third market’s operation which are competitive
to the exchanges have been indicate~ in part, throughout much of
the previous d~’~scussion. Nor has the Exchange been unaware of this
competition. A 1953 committee, whose recommendations are discussed
in chapter VI.I, concluded an analysis of the rate structure with the
observation that--

~k rate structure which did not consider the competition could result in a loss
of business to N¥SE members.

While this comment merely implies the existence of an off-board
market, a 1955 subcommittee specifically studied "the competitive
position f members of the Exchange as compared w~th nonmem-
bers * * ,:;" It reported a study by consulting engineers of trading

~ Cf., ch. VI.F.5.
~ See sec. 3.c, above.
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both on and off the Exchange, noting that trading effected by non-
members of the Exchange "* * * was apparently not large in rela-
tionship to total Exchange transactions--best statistical approxima-
tions reflecting a relatively small percentage." More recently, the
president of the Exchange has expressed concern ove,r~ the co~,petition
of other markets, which he holds responsible for ~erosion of the
Exchange’s auction market.199

Exchange specialists, who are perhaps in most direct competition
with the third market, seem to be somewhat less aware of the extent
of the rivalry. One specialist testified to the study"

I doubt that the over-the-counter competition for listed securities would be a
broad one and one that would encompass those [which] have sizable amount of
fluctuation.~

Yet, as indicated above, the competition is substantial. It takes sev-
eral forms :

(1) In the important area of price paid by the public customer, the
competition appears to vary with the size of the transaction and na-
ture of the customer. There is little price competition in the smaller
sized transactions effected by broker-dealer intermediaries. Odd-lot
prices on the third market are approximately the same as on the
N¥SE.’ In the smaller round-lot transactions, the broker-dealer inter-
mediaries also appear content to secure as good an execution as on the
E~change, and ~ot to strive for a better one.
" ~[n the largest sector Of third market trading--transactions involv-

ing e~insideration of depth or. size of market, generaIly of institu-
tions-C-comparision may be made between equally large transactions on
each market, or between a large off-board transaction and smaller ones
making up the same volume on the Exchange.2°1 In either case, the
factors constituting competition in pries are approximately the same.
As indicated above, the institutional trader must compare the pries
~t the known depth of the off-board market with the pmee at the esti-
lr/~:ted measure of the depth of the Exchange market (or the prices at
different levels), and then adjust for the Exchange commission as an
ingredient not present in off-board trading:~

The.responses of the institutional investors to Questionnaire IN-4
quoted in chapter V~I.I.e.b(~4) confirm the third market’s keen compe-
tition in this area. Many institutions assert a. volume discount in the
Exchange commission schedule as the most important need of the
securities markets generally; the ~bsence of such a discount has ob-
viously been a major factor in stimulating the growth of off-board
trading in listed stocks by institutions. Moreover, included in the
cost structure underlying public, rates ~re the costs of the various
services performed by brokers fo~ their public customers in addition
to the basic brokerage function. These services, described in chapter
VI.I.2.c, are of little use to many institutional .investors possessing

~ Another specialist reflected the same attitude concernln,g the ~ature of the off-board
trading, stating at one point :

"If you are talking about a :Xerox stock, I will question very seriously whether you will
find any dealer deal, ing in Xerox over the counter."

lie likewise questioned whether Union Carbide was the kind of stock to be dealt in
actively over the counter. :Yet at the, time of this testimony one tirm was making a market
for Xerox while two were m’~king ~,market~ I~;Unl°n~,. , Ca~l~ide.

~ The latter comparison accords with the ~act ~th~t institutions ten~ to trade larger units
off board than on the Exchange.
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their own advisory staffs, facilities for security safekeeping, and the
like. It might be said that in this respect the market makers, .who
incur none of the costs involved in performing these services, compete
with the Exchange by not performing the services and by not charging
for them. But there is evidence that research and statistical services
furnished to broker-dealers are important to some institutional cus-
tomers who cite them as a reason for placing business on the
Exchange.~°2

The competition appears to be keenest in utility stocks likely to be
of interest mainly to institutions, where the trading is in large-sized
transactions. The market makers assert that even though the Ex-
change may trade a greater volume than the third market, the off-
board quotes in such stocks often tend to be closer, off-board prices
subject to less fluctuation, and the off-board market more capabih of
offering or taking up transactions of size. A degree of corroboration
of this view may be provided by a situation in 1961 when a floor
governor of the N¥SE admonished the specialist in a listed utility
stock showing subs’tantial off-board ~trading that "* * * to compete
with the over-the-counter market they would have to close t/p the
market"; i.e., narrow their quotations and reduce the variations be-
tween sales. "They said they would do their best to do s0." ~0~

(2) The off-board market allows a totally different type of com:
petition with the ][qYSE by permitting professional nonmembers’ of
the Exchange to do business in listed securities Without paying the
Exchange public commission. Except as reciprocal arrangements
may sometimes moderate the impact of the commission rate s~ructu~e
in this regard, such nonmember broker-dealers may be motiva:t~d
to recommend other than listed securities if they can deal in" liS~ed
securities only by paying the same commission that they charg~ their
customers. On the other hand, by dealing in the off-board mai~ket,
the nonmember may have opportunity ~or profitable handlilig Of CUS-
tomers’ orders in listed stocks while charging regular Commissions:
Off-board trading of listed stocks, like the multiple trading on the
regional exchanges di~ussed in part E below, thus operates to permit
nonmember broker-dealers to offer their public customers a more com-
plete line of securities than would be possible in the absence of such a
market. It encourages a sharper competition among broker-.deale~s
which should redound to the benefit of their public customers.

An .interesting offshoot of this competition is its ultimate effect in
some instances of generating trading volume for the ~xchanges. °A
number of broker dealers who formerly dealt in listed stocks bn the
third market are reported to have built up sufficient off-b0ard volume
~n such stocks to warrant their joining regional exchanges and, in at
least one case, the N¥SE itself.

(3) In addition to the major sectors of price and market access, the
third market competes with the NYSE’ in a number of other respects,
stemming mainly from its character as a negotiated market. The mar-
ket makers assert their ability to provide speedier executions, gince
they can close a tra~nsaction immediately while orders on the Exchange

~ See pt. C.4, above. - , ~ : "~~o~ It appea~s that bemuse of the’~ ~Iaimed ~eomparative a~I~a~ageS of ~the thi~l ,mairket
in the trading of ’there"less active stocks, ln~ti~htio’ns splitting their trading bet@~en ~he
two markets tend to trade these issues on the third market and the too,re ae~ive-~nes- on
the E~ehange. ~ ~ , . :.
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must go to th~ floor and are subject to the impact of forces there.
Apparently some investors agree with them, as indicated by the re-
sponse to Questionnaire IN-4: Further, where secrecy is important,
o*ver-the-counter executions can provide a veil of obscurity. And
the institutional customer interested in maintaining tight control over
its trading operation can apparently do so more easily in the off-board
market where it deals directly than in the Exchange market where
it deals through an agent. In addition, dealers with offices outside of
New York may be able to provide immunity from that State’s transfer
tax,~°4 a significant item where other factors are equal.

8. SU~AI~’I ~, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECO]~I]~4~ENDATIONS

The past 20 yearn have witnessed a mriking ~owth in th~ trading
off the fl~r o~the exchanges of s~uriti~ listed on the exchanges~
primarily those of the NYSE. The market appears ~ have developed
to se~ice the special n~ of two ~ups o~ customers: (1) institu-
tional ~v~tom~ which are b~ng increasingly larger holdem and
tr~em of common st~ and (2) broker-dealem not mem~rs of 
exchange and therefor~ ~thout direct a~ to the trading of listed
st~ks. In 1961 t~ off-board market ~ lis~d s~cks~ which may be
desi~ated as the "third market~" traded an ~timated volume in
NYSE stocks of $2 biHion~ equal to 3.8 percent of NYSE volume.

While considerable off-board trading occum in agency trades~ much
o~ it by brokers not making markets~ the bulk o~ it is handled .through
firms which make markets generally similar to the wholesal~ over-the-
co~ter markets d~cribed in chap~r VII. The firms tend to have
strong financial re~ur~s, several being among the largest in the
securiti~ business~ and to str~s their trading function to the exclusion
of other activities. Catering almost solely to the profe~ional ~uri-
ties tradem of institutions and to other broker-dcalers~ they eliminate
the ancillary servi~ rendered for their customers by exchange com-
mission house.

The market makers~ free to make or discontinue markets in listed
s~uriti~ as they see fit~ have b~n generally expand~g their lists of
marke~. ~ere formerly marke~ were made only in utility stocks
and others of equivalent stability~ the aggregate markets~ at least 270
in 1961 and now numbering many more~ encompass a wide variety of
~dustrial and other equiti~. The major criterion employed in select-
ing a listed issue for an over-the-counter market is its interest to poten-
tial c~mem; i.e, institutions ~d broker-dealem repre~nting public
customers, in that order. As ~mpared with stocks in other markets~
including the NYSE~ these issues appear at the higher end of the
spect~m in terms of financial size of issuer~ number of shares out-
smnding~ breadth of share distribution~ and~ for all but a number of
utility issues~ volume of activity in the NYSE as well.
. The twofold division of customer in the off-board market is re-

flected in every aspect of the market’s operation. Some market makers
specialize ~ bus~ with ~stitutions~-some with broker-dealers, and
some with a combination of both. The securities traded include not
o~y ~titutional favorites but many which may be considered popular
p~a~y with ~dividuals (tmd~’g t~ough broker-dealers). The

~ This ~ ~ssible for ~r~tions maintaining tran~er o~ces ou~lde New York S~te,
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range of transaction size shows a preponderance of large deals, re-
flecting the interest of institutions,~but also a surprisingly high per-
cent of odd lots, apparently transacted by broker-dealers for individual
public customers.

Comparison of the operations of the third market and exchange
market must not be construed as suggesting any equivalence in capacity
to trade stocks. Though the off-board market has been growing, it is
still small when compared with the NYSE’s trading of its own stocks.
The focus here is on the question of why even part of the trading in
Exchange stocks should be effected over the counter.

The different characteristics of the negotiated off-board market and
the continuous auction market of the Exchange are responsible for
certain distinctions .in trading practice. Institutions deal directly
with the market makers on the third market and do not require the
services of a broker. Their market interest and trading receive no
publicity. Their transactions, which tend to be large, are not likely
to affect prices on the Exchange in a way detrimental to the satisfac-
tory completion of the remainder of a large block transaction.

The market makers closely follow the tape and quotations of the
NYSE and quote prices which aim to be competitive with those of
the Exchange on at least one side. Institutional customers, dealing
directly with the market m.akers, find it advantageous to deal in the
third market when the price of the stock, net of commissions, is less
than the total price on the Exchange (even though slightly better
than the off-board price) adjusted for commission cost. The off-board
market maker is able to determine prices within the broader range
permitted by the total of the commissions paid on the Exchange by
b.oth buyer and seller, since this total represents the cost of transfer-
ring shares from one public customer to another on the Exchange.

The importance of the public commission schedule of the NYSE
must be emphasized. By not providing nonmember broker-dealers
preferential access to trading in the exchanges, it encourages the exist-
ence of a market which will permit them to trade listed stocks profit-
ably. It affects institutional customers in two respects: first, ~t pro-
vides no graduated discount for the larger transactions in which they
tend to deal and, second, it is based on a cost structure which includes
the cost of services other than the basic brokerage function--services
often of little interest or value to an institution. The consequence of
these characteristics is that the off-board market maker has consider-
able latitude in quoting prices to institutions net of commissions that
are better than the combination of Exchange price and commission.

Depth of market, which is important to institutions in large trans-
actions, is easily and definitely ascertainable on th~ third market.
The market makers generally possess the capability of taking larg~
positions. For their largest transactions they often act as agents for
both parties, bringing together institutional sellers and purchasers
of the same stock, generally at a commission substantially less than
NYSE rates.

While the third market is competitive with th~ NYSE market in
effecting individual trades, it is generally complementary to it in
the execution of an entire block transaction. Institutional traders
make optimum use of both markets, utilizing the resources of the
market makers on the third market and the public trading and re-
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sources of the specialist oll the Exchange. Larger trades appear
to be effected off board while smaller ones, being less likely to exert
an effect on price, are transacted on the Exchange.

Broker-dealer in.termediaries in the off-board market are far less
concerned with depth of market and far more with securing a price
for the stock equivalent to the price on the N¥SE, net of commissions.
In odd-lot .trading the practice of some of the market makers appears
to be.to gear the price to the last round-lot price on the Exchange~ plus
or minus the odd-lot differential charged on the Exchange, and differs
from the Exchange practice only in that the latter gears the odd-lot
price to the next round-lot price.

There is more question concerning the equivalence of price in the
round-lot transactions because the ~hird-market price may be deter-
mined immediately upon placement of an order while the price on-
the Exchange cannot be known until after the execution of an order
and may well vary from the quotations and the previous tape price.
Since the broker-dealer intermediaries generally charge their public
customers a commission, individuals do not enjoy the price margin
of the institutional customers~ dealing net of commissions. It appears,
however, that broker-dealers "shop" competitively among the market
makers, and many utilize the N¥SE when they can obtain a more
advantageous execution there.

As applied to over-the-counter trading in listed securities, it appears
to the Special Study that the advantages of competition generally
Outweigh any concern over impai~nnent of depth in the primary mar-
ket. It would appear that the third market has developed in the
shadow of the NYSE only by dint of its ability to perform a useful
function. Unlike the unlisted stocks traded over the counter, free-
dom from ~nvestor safeguards ~0~ is not a factor in the case of the
listed stocks traded off board. Broker-dealers trade on the third
market because they have no other practical access to listed securities.
Institutions trade on this market only when they are able to secure
better executions. The very existence of tlfis market to satisfy needs
not met by the exchange market is indeed affirmation of the inherent
strength and viability of a system of free markets.

The usefulness of the functions performed by the third market
does not, of course, lessen the public interest in its operations, an in-
terest which extends to all markets for the trading of securities. It
is important that the off-board market for listed securities, taken both
independently and in its relationship to other markets, operate to
achieve the dbjectives of the Exchange Act. A minimum need, par-
ticularly for the informational purposes described below, is identific~-
tion of the fi.r~ making off-board markets in listed securities in the
same way .as ~s recommended for the "primary market makers" in
chapter VII. Transfer to market makers on the third rm~rket of
any of the regulations governing ’the activity of the primary market
makers generally~ ~however, should depend on the applicability of
these regulations to the special facts of the third market.2°~

Similarly, the inherent differences between the off-board market
and the exchange markets preclude their being placed in the same

~ See the diseusslo’n; of ,the reporting, insider trading, a~d proxy requirements of the
Exchange Act in oh. IX, pp. 2-7 (pt. 3).
"’~See discussion in ~pt.~F, l~elow, of the question of quality of execution presented by the

existence of competitive~ inarkets. ¯
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mold. Regulations are not to be transferred from one to tlxe other in
the name of uniformity. At the other extreme, it would be difficult
to justify differences in trading practice and operation, if any should
develo~ p, which¯ may merely serve as loop holes, in excha ng.e re~o~alation~, ...
]~ or example, though there appears to be httle Short selhng on th~s
market at the present time, sho~. sales, by customers of the market
makers should be identified. But the applicability of restrictive rules
should depend, in each cgse, entirely on their need.

The rapid growth: of the third market and its possible effect on
other markets requires, at the very least, obse~c~tion, understanding,
a~.~d evaluation of its activities. The market ~is altogether too impor-
tant, even apart from the strong indications that its .growth has not
necessarily come to an end, to be permitted to continue m relative and
absolute obscurity. Because of its very direct, impact on auction
markets this would seem to be tn~e of over-the-counter markets in
listed securities even if it is not found appropriate to impose compara-
ble requirements on over-the-counter markets generally. Specifically,
there Should be reporting of volumes and prices (including market
inakers’ trading on the auction market), as well as of short sales by
customers of the market makers, ir~ each listed-security.. The focal
.point Of such reporting would be the market makers, but the require-
ments should be broad enough to cover off-board trading, at least in
bransactions‘of size, taking place outside the established markets.

Stress on the present~ effects of off-boaxd trading in listed stocks
on the primary market, and on the need for additional dat~ con:
cerning such trading points to the further question of the long:run
.consequences :of current trends. The institutionalization of the bond
and preferred stock markets has already led to a notable shift away
from the. auction market to a dealer or over-the-counter market in
these securities. The concentration of off-b.oard trading in the com-
mon stocks generally most active on the Exchange should no.t becloud
the fact "that a number of these stocks, mostly utilities, are of less
than average activity on the principal exchange and therefore poten-
tial cantlids~t.es to continue that shift. Maintenance of present trends
toward increasing utilization of the over-the-cotmter market for the
trading of these stocks by institutions--which appear to be more
interested~dn these stocks than individuals---could result in the off-
board market’s becoming the dominant market in the trading of these
st0cks:~ .The extension of such a development to a larger number of
stocks could ultimately transform present patterns in the trading of
common stocks.

The plotting of-future trends in this area depends~ of course~ on a
number Of independent developments. M:ore individuals own com-
mon stocks~directly today than ever before~ but a,, larger number is
also constantly participating in such -ownership through the medium
of pension, funds~ insurav.ce companies~ investment companies, com-
mercial banks, and other institutions serving as conduits betweea in-
dividuals a~nd the ultimate investment of their ftmds.2°~

Mu~h depends~ too, on the capacity of the exchanges, pri~narily the
N¥SE, to adapt themselves to any shift in the nature of their custom-
ers ~nd= ~: ~he p~a~tern of .their trading. The ~various special plans of
;t~,~Y~r~:he handling of transactions considered unsuitable for

~ The evidence does p~int, however, toward a progesslvely larger relative participation
by t~tltutlonal investor~. See pt. C.1 above.
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the regular auction market constitute a step in this direction but,
alone, represent no final answer to the challenge. The eff~t of the
commission schedule has been shown to be of great impol~ance. Yet.
the Exchange has shown little inclination in recent yea, rs to reexamine_
the ~hedule’s assumptions and to measure its adequacy in ligl~t el:
today’s market conditions.

The challenge to the primary market represented by the third mar-
ket calls for imagination and statesmanship in the interest of e~-
hancing the usefulness of each, no~ for measures in the direction of
destroying competitive markets. Only a withering of the needs which

not too much either to expect that each will put forward its strongest
efforts to retain and capture the largest possible trading volume or to
believe that~ absent mareasonable discriminations and within the nec-
essary bounds of investor safeguards and the public interest~ the bes~
markets will be those whose performance in that interest sanctions
their claim to existence.

The Special Study concludes and recommends:
1. The rapid growth in recent years of an off-board market for

the trading of listed common stocks has made this an increasingly
important segment of the national securities markets. Although
the stocks are listed on the exchanges, the market operates as a
part of the over-the-counter markets. It thus has elements of
each market but is distinguishable in important respects from
both (and for this reason has been designated in this part as the
"third market"). As in the case of multiple markets generally,
the third market requires evaluation of the advantages of compe-
tition with reference to possible impairment of the depth of the
primary market. Under existing circumstances, it appears that
the over-the-counter market for listed stocks has been beneficial
to investors and the public interest.

2. The study found an acute lack of data concerning the third
market. Correction of this deficiency is an indispensable pre-
requisite to understanding and evaluating this market. As a
basis for the gathering of essential information concerning the
off-board trading of listed securities, the broker-dealers who hold
themselves out to other broker-dealers and others as being willing
to buy and sell listed stocks for their own accounts should be
identified. The system of identification should generally follow
the pattern recommended for "primary market makers" in the
conclusions and recommendations in chapter VII, but there is no
need to await the establishment of mechanical arrangements for
such identification; the relatively small number of market makers
and securities involved in the third market should permit the
institution of the necessary identification program with a mini-
mum of delay.

3. Pursuant to section 17(a) of the Exchange Act, the Commis-
sion should, by appropriate rule or regulation, secure information
concerning the third market on a continuous basis from at least
two sources. The market makers (as identified under paragraph
2) should be required to file reports on their trading in listed secu-
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rities in such detail as to volume and price as the Commission may
find reasonably necessary. Other broker-dealers engaged in off-
board trading in listed securities, but not making markets, should
be required to file periodic reports of transactions in listed secu-
rities of (say) 300 shares or more; i.e., transactions effected 
agent for both buyer and seller, not involving a listed market
maker.

4. There appears to be no more basis for broker-dealers to en-
gage in riskless principal transactions with public customers in
listed stocks than in unlisted stocks, discussed in chapter VII.
Broker-dealers trading in listed stocks for which they are not
making markets officially identified under paragraph 2 or without
a bona fide inventory should be required to effect the orders of
public customers for listed stocks on an agency basis, in accord-
ance with the recommendations in chapter VII.

5. Short selling by the customers of the market makers, though
apparently limited in extent at the present time, contains the seeds
of a problem if utilized to escape the regulations governing the
exchange markets. All sales to market makers should be marked
either "long" or "short" in conformance with such regulations as
the Commission may issue, and the market makers should report
such sales to them under paragraph 3 above.

6. The trading of market makers directly with individuals in
the third market also appears to be negligible in amount. At the
same time, however, expansion of this area of operation in the
future contains the potential of a situation requiring regulation
to safeguard the interest of investors. The market makers should
be required to file with the Commission data concerning such
transactions necessary to permit adequate oversight and anticipa-
tion of regulatory needs.

ALLOCATION _A_]KONG EXC~ANGF~S--THE REGIONAL EXCHANGES AS
PRI]Y£ARY AND SECONDARY MARKETS

1. INTRODUCTION

There are 14: stock exchanges which are referred to as "regional
exchanges," i.e., exchanges outside of New York Ci_ty. Four of these--
the Colorado Springs, Honolulu, Richmond, and Wheeling exchanges---
have been exempte~l from registration under the Exchange Act pur-
suant to the provisions of section 5 of that act. Three of the remain-
ing 10 exchanges--Salt Lake, San Francisco, and Spokane--are so.-
called mining exchanges and differ in many respects from the others.
The remaining seven exchanges--Boston (BSE), Midwest (MSE),
Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington (PBWSE), Pacific Coast
(PCSE), Cincinnati (CSE), Detroit (DSE) and Pittsburgh
(PSE)--may be considered the major regional exchanges.2°s This
part focuses on these seven regional exchanges--with special attention
to the first four--although the historical section below may be read as
generally encompassing all of the regional exchanges.

h ~s An additional registered national securities exchange, the Chicago Board of ~rade,as~ not .t.raded .se~curi.ties s_lnce 1953, but is an important eommod,ities exchange~
une o.~ner .regLsterea ~ exchange, the National Stock Exchange, is located in New York City.

Although .no~. a principal exchange, it is not a regional exchange in the normal sense,
and is not a~scussed in this part, except that it is lnclude<l among regional exchanges
rather than principal exchanges in table VIII-4~I.
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The significance of the regional exchanges in the national securities
markets transcends theirv(~um of tre ’ ading. While the $3.75 billion
in trading effected on the regional exchanges operating in 1962 is
hardly insubstantial as an absolute figure, it constituted only 6.9 per-
cent of the total dollar volume transacted on all exchanges in that year
(table VIII-61).

The regional exchanges have elicited far more attention from gov-
ernmental authorities than these figures would seem to warrant. They
were the subject of considerable interest in the congressional hearings
preceding both the enactment of the Exchange Act and the amend-
ment of section 12(f) of that act in 1936. The early volumes of the
Commission’s decisions and reports devote pages of opinions to cases
involving these exchanges. Their continued importance today is high-
lighted by the attention given to them in various other portions of this
report.

The prominence of the regional exchanges derives from their unique
place among national securities markets--one explained by such fac-
tors as their role and development in the past; their relationship to
other sectors of the securities industry: the impact of tec]mologica]
developments and economic forces generally; and the influence, both’
direct and indirect, of Government regulation and considerations of
public policy. Mere enumeration of these factors is sufficient to show
that they are not amenable to simple treatment. Their complexity as
individual factors and their interrelationships demand careful analy-
sis and assessment and point to the likelihood of no easy generaliza-
tions conce~ing them. This part views the regional exchanges his-
torically in terms of their evolution, and functionally in terms of the
roles they play today; and then considers potential future courses of
develo.pment. The subject of regional exchanges as self-regulatory
agencms is reserved for chapter XII.
a. Methods o/study

A_ primary source of this part was the responses to the Special
Study’s Questionnaire EX-4 (app. VIII-C), which was sent to ~ll
members of the four largest regional exchanges: Midwest, Pacific
Coast, Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington, and Boston. These were
supplemented by interviews with the presidents of the Midwest, P~cific
Coast, and Boston exchanges, testimony of a leading specialist on the
Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington exchange, and observation of
operations of the Midwest and Pacific Coast exchanges. The consti-
tutions and rules of all the regional exchanges, as well as pertinent
Commission files and reports, were examined.
b. Tl~e regiona~ exeha~,~Tes p~’ior to 1934 ~o~

An understanding of the regional exchanges must begin with a
brief review of their colorful history~ which is intimately related to
the development of the geographical areas of which they are part.
Their story~ marked by sudden changes in fortune, demonstrates
that the problems confronting them today are not superficiM but
~undamental~ engendered by economic and technological ~or~ which
were beginuing to take shape by the end of the Fi~t World War.

~o~ Materials collecte5 by Charles A. Cole of the Division of Trading a~d, Exchanges
provided the primary source of this discussion.
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(1) Growth of the regional exchanges to 1920
The organization of stock exchanges has tended to occur when-

ever securities have been distributed to. the public in significant
amounts. In New York in the early 1790"s the flotation of the new
Federal Government’s securities and of the stock of the first Bank
of the United States led to the first organized New York exchange.
At about the same time, citizens of Philadelphia meeting in coffee-
houses to deal in securities~ currency, and specie established the first
Philadelphia board of brokers. Some 40 years later~ in 1834, the first
organized Boston exchange was formed to create active markets for
the stocks o.f local banks and early railroads.

Other organized exchanges developed following expansion to the
West. Financing of mining stocks led to the development in 1862
of San Francisco’s first mining exchange, followed by exchanges in
Sacramento, Virginia City, and other localities. In 1882, as the trac-
tion (street railways and the like), banking, and other industries 
the west coast develo.ped~ the precursor of the San Francisco Stock
Exchange was organized. And in 1900, with tl).~ expansion of Cali-
~ornia~s oil fields, the Los Angeles Stock Exchange was organized,
largely to trade in mining stocks.

Exchanges also emerged in other parts of the country as an in-
separable aspect of the growth of regional capital markets. With
the development of local financing in Chicago, an exchange finally was
organized in 1882, after a number of unsuccessful starts. In New
Orleans stock exchanges were formed and reorganized at various times
u~,er the 1850~s. Pittsburgh~ responding to the local financing of the
Appalachian oil fields and local banks and tractions, organized an
exchange in 1894. And in like manner, Baltimor% Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati~ Detroit~ St. Louis, and other cities developed exchanges to
accompany expanding regional financing.

The regional exchanges emerged simultaneously with the growth of
capital markets because of their function in the initial flotation of
securities. Without modern communication facilities, face-to-face
bargaining on the floor of an exchange,l, md to be used to effect trans-
.~ctions in newly offered securities, as ~ ell as those already outstand-
ing. The regional exchanges served as the necessary central meeting
place.

I~ the early years of the exchanges, securities were not formally
listed pursuant to agreements with issuers nor did the exchanges
make formal grants of unlisted trading privileges. Any security
with local interest could be traded on the floor, simply upon the re-
quest of a member. Practically every regional exchange employed
the "call" system, described in chapter V, until 1885, when the Boston
Stock Exchange, followed gradually by the others, abandoned it in
favor of the "continuous auction" method.

The Boston exchange also appears to have been the first regional
exchange to give publicity to its transactions, ~nitiating the .practice
in 1844. The publication of security prices at a time when nnancial
statements were scant and financial services nonexistent constituted
some evidence (not necessarily accurate) to the prospective investor
of the reputability and stability of the corporations. The price
publicity afforded by the exchange became an excellent advertisement
for securities. Indeed, rising prices insured the success not only of the
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issues of established enterprises but also of new and unknown cor-
porations, particularly in the same lines of end~vor. This simple
policy of providing price information helped to finance railroads in
New England, copper mines in Michigan, gold and silver mines on
the west coast, and local traction companies and banks throughout
the Nation.

The discovery that rising markets could sell securities was, how-
ever, only a short step away from the realization that manipulated
markets could sell securities as easily as honest ones. Accounts of
manipulations in the public press were not uncommon in the 19th
and early 20th century. These activities tended to accentuate the
rise and fall of securities prices characteristic of changes in the busi-
ness cycle. These cyclical movements were manifested by rises and de-
clines in the amounts of new securities flotations, with corresponding
effect on the fortunes of the regional exchanges. In their early years,
in fact, before the exchanges had attained the stability of mature or-
ganizations, they sometimes suspended operations or dissolved in
periods of softness in the new-issue market, only to resume operations
when capital market activity revived.

The exchanges were affected by factors other than cyclical move-
ments in capital market activity. Certain basic shifts in the Nation’s
economic and financial structure were also altering the scope and
functions of the regional exchanges. The consolidation of local
railroads into national systems, of local factories into national in-
dustries, and of local utilities into national groups, created new needs
for financing these aggregates on a nationwide scale. Many issues
whose flotation and early life had been closely identified with regional
financial communities thus passed out of existence as they were ab-
sorbed into larger systems.

The regional exchanges all felt the consequences of this growth
of business organization on a national scale. Outstanding illustra-
tions are the Philadelphia Stock Exchange’s loss of the issues con-
solidated into the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Pittsburgh ex-
change’s loss of the natural gas Stocks merged into the Oil Fuel
Supply Co. Another reason for the displacement of the regional
exchanges as primary markets was the "seasoning" of local enter-
prises and of their securities. Successful local companies, develop-
ing a desire or need for national financing and national distribution,
would seek listing on one of the New York exchanges, which ob-
tained a large proportion of their leading issues by thins process, and
became the markets for the securities of the Nation’s largest publicly
owned corporations.

The loss in trading of local securities resulting from these trends
was offset ’by the growth in trading on the regional exchanges of non-
local issues. Such trading had originally started because poor com-
munication facilities compelled investors to trade in the area of their
residence. Wherever there was enough local interest in an issue, even
though traded on another exchange, the regional exahange offered
facilities for such local trading. This practice of trading a security
on more than one exchange is known as "multiple trading." Much of
this trading was "unlisted"; i.e., there was no agreement between
the issuers and the exchanges.

Changes also took place in the membership of the regional ex-
changes. As communications improved and business grew, many
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brokerage firms, origin.ally regional in character, purchased seats on
the New York exchanges ’and began to divide their interests between
the regional area and New York. Th~ current also flowed in the
opposi.te direction; New York firms began to join th~ regional ex-
changes. Staffed largely with local personnel, drawin, g business from
local customers, and relying for part of their race.me upon the local
exchange, many of these firms came to be closely identified with the
regions of their branch offices. Such members of both a principal
exchange and one or more regional exchanges are hereinafter referred
to as "dual members."

The flow of local issues to the New York markets and the drift
toward dual memberships tended to spur the regional exchanges to
increase multiple trading. One method of accomplishing this objec-
tive was to assure investors as good an execution on the regional ex-
change .as they might receive on the principal market. This led to
the development of systems to gear prices on the local exchange to
those reported on the NYSE ticker tape. In 1923, the Boston Stock
Exchange began t~e system of multiple trading of odd lots as it is
known today, mechanically tying its prices to those of the principal
exchange. But it was not until the following decade that the real
growth in multiple trading occurred, for the 1920’s brought enough
business in local issues to the regional exchanges to obscure temporarily
the dri~ toward New York.

(3) The zenith of the ~enties
The regional exchanges almost universally enjoyed their most suc-

cessful years in the 1920’s. Their record volume of trading, however,
was far from an unmixed blessing, for it precipitated changes in the
scope and functions of the regional exchanges which were to limit their
growth profoundly in the years which followed.

The financial developments of the .period are too well known to
require restatement. Insofar ,as the regional exchanges were con-
cerned, a flood of security offerings created unprecedented capital
market activity of which they were direct ’beneficiaries. Between
July 1, 19"25, and July 1, 1930, for example, Boston increased its listed
stocks from 300 to 437. Chicago’s issues more than doubled from 337
.~t the close of 1936 to 535 at the end of 1939. Detroit acquired 90 new
issues in 1928 alone. The lists of the other regional exchanges ex-
panded with similar rapidity.

Some of the factors which led to the listing of new securities on the
regional exchanges during this period were the same as in prior
decades. Unchanged was .the desire of issuers to obtain the stamp of
reputability attached to an exchange listing. By the close of the
twenties practically every exchange had developed formal listing
standards and imposed listing agreements commonly requiring issuers
to file annual financial statements in varying detail, to provide certifi-
cates which were proof against easy forgery and to maintain a local
transfer office. Issuers would accept these burdens to improve an is-
sue’s salability. In the same way, the appearanc~ of exchange securi-
ties’ prices in the press continued to facilitate distribution of new
issues by bringing them to the attention of prospective security buyers.

Perhaps the most important single remson for many listings on the
regional exchanges, however, was the desire o.f issuers to secure the
special privileges afforded to listed securities by many State blue sky
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laws. Such laws generally required registration of securities offered
for sale in the St’ate, but accorded exemption to securities listed on an
approved securities exchange. In 1930, for example, securities listed
on the Chicago Stock Exchan,~e were exempt from registration under
the laws of more than half the States. Issuers and underwriters, there-
fore, frequently sought an exchange listing as the most convenient
entry into the "blue sky" States.

These forces sp.routed an unsurpassed volume of trading on the re-
gional exchanges, an even greater increase relatively ’than that of the
NYSE. In Philadelphia, share volume rose from 2,336,000, i percent
of NYSE, in 1923 to 35,521,000, 3.1 percent of NY’SE, in 1959. In
Chicago, share volumes increased from 716,000--0A1 percent of NYSE,
in 1915, to 13,337,000--5.6 percent of NYSE, in 1923 and 82,216,000,
7.3 percent of NYSE, in 1929. For purposes of this review, perhaps
the mos~ significant aspect of this activity was that a large part of it
consisted .of ,trading in securities which had been initially distributed
through the 2acilities o.f the regional exchanges. Underwri’ters appear
to have .had no strong desire to "make a market" over the counter once
an underwriting was complete, leaving the trading function to the
exchanges.

(3) Post-1929 decline
The burst .of the speculative bubble at the end of the decade inevita-

bly brought public recrimination in its wake. The regional exchanges
were widely criticized; like the primary exchanges, they had lent their
facilities ’and prestige to ’the perpetuation (~f practices’ harmful to in-
vestors and the p~blic generally. One of the most important of the
remedial measures for the regionals was elimination of their func-
tion in distributions of new issues. Som.e States prohibited trading on
the exchange where "such trading is being done for the purpose o,f
original financing." Certain exchanges meanwhile took similar action
on their own initiative. State securities commissio.ne~s expedited the
process of withdrawal of the ~bhnket exemption from blue sky regis-
tration.

While having their role in the field of new financing sharply re-
.duced, the regional exchanges also began to lose some of their old list-
rags. Bank stocks, the ba.ckbo~m of the regional exchanges’ lists half
a century earlier, were withdrawn in la.rge numbers, and many of .those
remaining after 1932 disappeared in the 1933 banking reorganizations.
The Baltimore Stock Exchange,. for example, lost 16 bank issues be-
tween 1929 and 1935. The regional exchanges also lost in the period
of the early 1930’s many of the securities which originally had been
listed primarily for blue sky purposes. Often closely held and com-
paratively inactive, these issues tended to drop out of sight after com-
pletion of their initial distribution. Mergers, reorganizations, and
dissolutions also took their toll.

The exchanges .were thus hard pushed to find the business necessary
to meet the larger overhead costs incurred as a result of ~heir expansion
of the ~wenties. An obvious method, recapture of .the local business
being routed to the :h~ew York exchanges, led to a revived interest in
multiple trading. The Detroit and Pittsburgh exchanges set up mul-
tiple trading systems in 1932. and Los An~o-eles early in 1935.

But the net effect of the abrupt drying up in new listings, coupled
with a tupering off in public trading in seasoned issues, was a steep
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drop-off in regional exchange volume. Chicago’s trading volume de-
clined from its 1929 peak of 82,216,000 shares, 7.3 percent of NYSE,
to 15,642,000 shares, 3.7 percent of NYSE, in 1932; Philadelphia’s
volume declined from 35,521,000 shares, 3.1 percent of NYSE, to 6,-
592,000 shares, 1.5 percent of NYSE, for the same years; and the San
Francisco Stock Exchange’s totals declined from 32,172,000, 2.8 per-
cent of NYSE, to 8,460,000 shares, 2 percent of NYSE. Equivalent
losses were also recorded on the smaller regional exchanges.

This, then, was the situation of the regional stock exchanges at the
time of the enactment of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934: the
entire economy was functioning at a low level; volume of stock trad-
ing had fallen drastically after the unprecedented heights of a few
years earlier; a main source of regional exchange business, the dis-
tribution of new issues, was now dry; listings of securities which the
regional exchanges alone.had traded were being lost, and the ex-
changes wer~ endeavoring to replace them with stocks already listed
on one of the principal exchanges.

2. THE S~-~UIIITrES EXCHANGE ACT OF 1934

In discussing the development of the regionals since 1934, first
attention is given the administration of the Exchange Act, because
of its importance as a totally new influence upon these exchanges. But
this concentration upon a single factor should not dim the significance
of other influences, discussed in section 3.
a. Provisions affecting the regional exchanges

(1) Registered exchanges
The instrument by which stock exchanges are placed under Federal

regulation is the concept of the registered national securities exchange.
Exchanges employing any means of interstate commerce to effect or
to report transactions must register with the Commission unless ex-
empted under the provisions of section 5 of the act because of their
limited volume of transactions. The statute does not distinguish be-
tween the principal exchanges in New York and the exchanges de-
scribed here as "regional," but classifies all registered securities ex-

~agne~esas ::~a~°~ax~;:~:~e:n~hoann~e:~:~er O1~ lt9h3~4~t4h~eeg~Set~de
dat~ for the registration of exchanges, 31 were exchanges in the con-
tinental United States classifiable as "regional" within the meaning
of this part.

(2) Registered securities
The law requires securities traded on a registered exchange to be,

with limited exceptions, "registered" securities. The issuer must file
an application with the Corr~ission, setting forth extensive data con-
cermng the company, and must thereafter keep the original filing
current by periodic statements.211 The act also imposes limitations on
the trading of registered equity securities by so-called "insiders"
and authorizes the Commission to prescribe regulations governing the

~ Sec. 11 of the act (entitled "Segregation and Limitation of Functions of Members,
Brokers, and Dealers") provides for exemptions of registered securities exchanges from
rules adopted thereunder.

~Exehange Act, sees. 12 and 13.13 Exchange Act, sec, 16 ; see ch. IX.B.

96--746---63~pt.
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solicitation of proxies by issuers of registered securities?13 The act
thus created an important new line of demarcation between securities
traded on the exchanges and those which were not.~1~

This distinction had a twofold effect on the regional exchanges. As
noted~ their listing standards, generally less stringent than those in
New York, had formerly operated to induce firms to list with them.
But since the reporting standards of the new statute exceeded the
equivalent standards of the principal exchanges~ companies meeting
these standards might well seek the greater publicity and prestige of
a listing on the New York exchanges in preference to a regional list-
ing. This factor accelerated the exodus of corporations from the re-

~onal exchanges at an earlier stage of their development than had
en customary under the usual seasoning process described in section

1 above.
The new statutory requirements for registered securities under the

1934 statute also tended to shift the trading of securities from the
regional exchanges to the over-the-counter market. As already
pointed out, one aftermath of the market collapse on the regional
exchanges had been the loss of listings, such as bank stocks, to the
over-the-counter market. Here was a substantial new incentive to
such a movement: securities traded over the counter were free of the
requirements now attached to securities traded on an exchange. The
development of the over-the-counter market as a competitive market
for the trading of securities is considered more fully below~ but it is
obvious that the 1934 statute operated to make the regional exchanges
less attractive and the over-the-counter market more attractive to
many security issuers.

(3) Multiple trading
Section 1 has described the early efforts of the regional exchanges

to trade in securlt es already traded on another exchange. Unlisted
trading, the practice largely responsible for such multiple trading~
was not provided for in the original draft of the Exchange Act.
While the regional exchanges were still able to secure listings of stocks
already listed on another exchange, it was far less of a burden for
them to trade such securities without convincing the issuer to list
regionally.

The statute, as enacted~ contained a compromise on unlisted trad-
ing. Section li~)(f) authorized the Commission to prescribe the con-
ditions under which an exchange might continue existing unlisted
t.rading until June 1, 1936. The section also empowered the Commis-
sion to permit unlisted trading upon an exchange until July 1~ 1935, in
securities then listed on another exchange. Because these were tem-
porary measures, the Commission was directed to study trading in un-
listed securities upon the exchanges and to report its recommendations
to Congress.

Pursuant to this directive~ on January 3, 1936, the Commission
submitted to Congress a comprehensive report on "Trading in Un-
listed Securities Upon Exchanges." Expressing grave concern over
the future of the regional exchanges if unlisted trading were not.
continued~ the rupert pointed out that two-thirds of the shares then

Exchange Act, see. 14.
See ch. IX.B.
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available for trading on these exchanges were not listed, that manyro io X ao ooaoa u,o mo o
than half their trad’in acg. tivity, and that impairment of the regionals
.would accelerate concentration in New York City of control over the
movement of capital in the Nation. In generally following the Com-
mission’s recommendations for continuation of unlisted trading un-
der certain conditions, the Senate committee said that the amend-
ment to section lib(f) which became effective on May 27, 1936:

* * * may be described as an endeavor to create a fair field of competition
among exchanges and between exchanges as a group and the over-the-counter
markets and t,o allow each .type of market to develop in acco.rdanee with its
natural genius and consistently with the public interest.=~

¯ This amendment provided for three numbereA categories of unlisted
trading priv.ileges. Clause 2 is of chief interest here, but the oth-
ers also require mention. Clause 3 permitted the Commission to ex-
tend unlisted trading privileges under certain circumstances for un-
listed securities complying substantially with the requirements for
securities registered under the 1984 act. Only four stocks presently
traded on the exchanges have been sanctioned under this clause.216

Of more importance is clause 1, the "grandfather clause," per-
mitting an exchange to continue unlisted trading privileges to which
a security had been admitted prior to March 1, 1934. Congress’ ex-
pectations that the number of securities traded on this basis would
gradually diminish have been substantially fulfilled, and exclusively
unlisted securities on the registered exchanges, not excluding dupli-
cations where the same issue is traded on more than 1 exchange, have
declined from 817 issues on December 15, 1935, to 187 on June 30,
1962.21~

b. Administration of clause 2 of section 12 (f)
The provision of section 12 (f) which was anticipated from the out-

set to cause the Commission its greatest administrative problems was
clause 2. This empowered the Commission to--
* * * extend unlisted trading privileges to any security duly listed and regis-
tered on any other national securities exchange, but such unlisted trading
privileges shall continue in effect only so long as such security shall remain
listed am2 registered on any other national securities exchange; * * *

The statute provided for hearings on applications for extension of the
unlisted trading privilege. Applications were not to be approved-
* * * unless the applicant exchange shall establish to the satisfaction of the
Commission that there exists in the vicinity of such exchange sufficiently wide-
spread public distribution of such security and sufficient public trading activity
therein to render the extension of unlisted trading privileges on such exchange
thereto neces, sary or appropriate in the public interest or for the protection of
investors.

.Th~ history of the administration of this clause 2 since 1936 may be
briefly summarized as one of strict interpretation immediately after
its enactment whichgave wa.y to very liberal construction during. . the.
past two decades, to the point where essentially the only hm~tat,on

~ S. Rept~ 173.8, 74 Cong., 2d sess., p. 3 (193~).
ms Seept. B of thts chapter and ell IX.B.
sz7 28 S.E.C. Ann. Rept. 9 (1962)., The American Stock Exchange accounted: for 83.2

percent of all trading in exclusively unlisted (clause 1) stocks, and the Pacific Coast
Exchange 15.3 percent in the year ending June 30, 1962. These figures also include two
clause 3 stocks.
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on a regional exchange as compared with the situation prior to 1934
is that it may extend unlisted trading privileges only to securities
listed elsewhere--a relatively minor li~i~ation since even before 1934
few regional exchanges traded on an unlisted basis securities not listed
elsewhere.

Two of the early cases decided by the Commission in 1937 under
clause 2 are important in giving content to the "public interest" and
"protection of investors" standards contained in section 12(f). 
both cases the Commission examined the applications in light of the
section’s requirement of "sufficiently widespread public distribution" in
the "vicinity" of the exchange~ but went beyond this factor. In the
first case, which concerned an application of the Pittsburgh Stock
E.xchange,21s the Commission hotel that the odd-lot trading mecha-
msm of the applicant exchange mechanically geared prices to the
primary market. Since the primary market in turn geared its odd-
lot prices to its round-lot market, the Commission did not analyze
the impact of such dual trading on either investors or on the primary
market. In deciding whether trading privileges should be extended
to round lots the Commission found that the Pittsburgh exchange
maintained an independent market for round-lot trading of dually
traded stocks, and went on to consider whether the proposed Pitts-
burgh market would be adequate to protect investors who entered
orders there. Since the applicant exchange permitted brokers to take
a customer’s order to the primary market if a better execution could
be obtained there, no impediment to the proposed market was found.

However, in a later case involving an application of the Boston
Exchange,219 the Commission went beyond this criterion. In this case
it appeared that the Boston Exchange geared executions in both round-
lots and odd-lots of dually traded stocks directly to the tape of the
principal market. Under its holding in the Pittsburgh Exchange
case, the Commission might have granted the application after finding
that the vicinity test had been met since the .best execution principle
would be satisfied by this mechanical procedure. Instead, the Pitts-
burgh case was, in effects distinguished. In line with the earlier cases,
it was pointed out that the diversion of odd-lot trading from the
primary exchange to a secondary exchange market would have no
substantial impact on the primary market since the odd-lot orders
would be executed outside of the round-lot price-setting mechanism in
either market. But it was held the diversion of round-lot trading
from the primary market was a different matter. The Commission
went on to consider the impact on the primary market of the diversion
of round-lot trading:

The distinction [between odd lots and round lots] is fundamental, and de-
rives its significance from the very nature of our system of securities markets.
In their proper operation securities markets are designed to reflect, so far as
possible, the individual judgments of value of all buyers and sellers of securities;
the market price should represent, so far as possible, the summation of these
judgments. Yet, if a secondary round-lot market of the kind herein under con-
sideration were permitted to be established, the judgments of many buyers and
sellers which would otherwise be reflected in the determination of the market
price would in the main lose such effect. In regard to their effect on the price
mechanism, these transactions would be practically sterilized.

=a2 S.E.C. 178 (1937).ma 2 S.E.C. 513 (1937).
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.We do not mean to suggest that all round-lot transactions in a security ought
to be concentrated in a single national market. If an exchange maintains a
bona fide independent secondary market in a security, supported by adequate
distribution and adequate public trading activity in the vicinity of such ex-
change, the round-lot trading thereon will determine the price on such exchange,
and, through the force of competition and the mechanism of arbitrage, will have
a bearing upon the price on the primary exchange. If the applicant exchange
should undertake to establish such a bona fide independent secondary market
in the securities herein considered, and should file applications for unlisted trad-
ing privileges in these securities on that basis, there would be presented a differ-
ent question from that before us.~

This language stresses the fme balance, on the one hand, between
the public policy considerations involved in maintaining competitive
securities markets and, on the other, the effects on the primary market
of a diversion of trading that might otherwise be concentrated there.221

endent secondar market" isThe requirement of a "bona fide~ lndep y
not to be found m" the statute but rather represents,. , implicitly, the
Commission’s interpretation of the type of trading necessary or ap-
propriate in the public interest or for the protection of investors?’

The mechanics of trading in round lots thus became~ briefly~ another
standard for the determination of applications for extension of un-
listed trading privileges. In the case of the Philadelphia Exchange a
few months later~ the Commission again found the evidence on the
nature of the round-lot trading insufficient to warrant extension of
the unlisted trading privileges to round-lot trading. 2= But in the
application of the San Francisco Curb Exchange later that year~ it
reached a contrary result where it appeared that the exchange con-
stantly checked its prices against those of the principal exchange
without accepting them mechanically.~-~

The Commission finally approved extension of unlisted trading
privileges in round lots on the Boston Exchange in August 1938. The
Boston Exchange had adopted a new set of trading rules "with the
object of effecting a reconciliation between the requirements of our
prior decisions and the exigencies of the Boston market." ~-~ After
detailing these rules~ which afforded the possibility of a better round-
lot execution in Boston than on the principal market though in-
vestors could still insist on executions automatically based on the prin-
cipal market, the Commission continued:

It is desirable to encourage independent secondary markets¯ But where
the exchange * * * is willing to do everything in its power to encourage an
independent secondary market, we do not believe that the act requires us to
withhold the privilege of unlisted trading because local investors decline execu-
tion at a price determined by a local auction market and demand a price estab-
lished in New York¯ It suffices, we believe, that the local exchange supplies
the facilities, and encourages the use, of an independent auction market¯ * * *
We are likewise not unmindful of the desirability of maintaining the smaller
exchanges, and the importance to them of opportunities to expand their
volume. Confining our remarks to unlisted trading in securities listed on other
exchanges which provide a primary market * * * we hold that it is appropriate
in the public interest and for the protection of investors to extend the privileges
of unlisted trading [in this case].~

~o 2 S.E.C. 513, at p. 522 (1937).
~ See pt. B of this chapter for a discussion of market depth and, competition among

markets.
"~-2 S.E.C. 5~6 (1937).
~a2 S.E.C. ~53 (1937).
~ 3 S.E.C. 694 (1938). 
~ 3 S.E.C. 694 at pp. 699-700 (1938).
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The need for a bona fide, independent secondary market of the type
contemplated in the first Boston case thereafter evaporated. In the
same way, in a second case involving the Pittsburgh Exchange, the
Commission clismissed altogether the distinction between extension
of the unlisted trading privilege for round lots and for odd lots.
What remained in each case was a determination of the "vicinity" of
the exchange, and of "sufficiently wide public distribution * * * and
sufficient public trading activity." The Commission’s opinions con-
tinued to present data on these elements, but by ,the middle of 1939
they began in some cases to omit figures on trading activity in the
principal market, so that the relationship of activity in the vicinity
of the regional exchange to such trading, previously a sal.ient factor,
was now disregarded.

While deciding specific cases in light of the quantitative data con-
tained in the application~ in no case did the Commission set forth any
generalized quantitative standards as to the relative or absolute dis-
tribution and trading volume necessary to support an application.
The closest it came to establishment of a guidepost was its statement
in several cases that~-
¯ * * the standards of sufficiency for local trading activity may be .somewhat
lower in the case of the securities of a local issuer, particularly if there is a
substantial local distribution, since these factors would normally indicate a
commensurately greater public interest which would be served by the existence
of a local exchange market.~

Later it was to find that, where the exchange was unable to supply
figures on public distribution within the vicinity of the exchange,, a
showing of large volume of trading activity in the vicinity.of .i~he
exchange might satisfy this requirement.2~ After the first flurry of
.denials of applications under clause 2, which appeared with diminish-
mg frequency from 1937 until 1943, none has been formally denied
in close to 20 years. At least one strong basis for the ’Commission’s
action in this field is indicated by the frequent repetition of the thought
expressed in one of its last cases of the decade of the thir,ties :

It appears that the applicant exchange has suffered seriously during recent
years because of loss of listings and a lack of income resulting in substantial net
losses during 6 out of the last 9 years. It was testified that expansion of
trading on the applicant exchange is essential if the exchange is to continue in
operation,s~

By 1946, the Commission had instituted a simplifiedprocedure to
eliminate hearings on these applications where none was cIemanded by
an interested party, and it has tended to. accept the data filed by the
applicant exchanges on a relatively routine basis. Moreover, it has
become quite unusual for opposition to the grant of unlisted trading
privileges to be formally voiced either by an exchange having the
primary market or by dealers maintaining an over-the-counter mar-
ket. ~29 Although the NY’SE has expressed concern over impairment
of its markets by trading away from that exchange in its listed stocks,

2~ 6 S.E.C. 296 at p. 306 (1939), referring to 3 S.E.C. 293 (1938).
~ 7 S.E.C. 274 (1940).
~ 6 S.E.(~. 296 at p. 304 (1939). .~ The procedure under see. 12(b) requires notice anq oppar~uni~y ~or a nearing. Notice

is required to the "issuer of the security involved * * * and to the exchange * * * on
which such security is listed and registered. * * *" Furthermore, "any broker or dealer
who makes or creates a market for such security * * * shall upon application be entitled
to be heard."
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it does not intervene in applications by regional exchanges for un-
listed trading privileges under clause 2. The lack of such intervention
has ’been explained by the president of the N¥SE as being motivated
by a concern for the continued existence of the regional exchanges.
Thus there are no longer adversary proceedings under clause

The administration of clause 2 of section 12(f) has thus turned
substantially from the assumption in 1936, when the Congress ag. reed
with the Commission’s recommendations that neither the issuer
through its management nor the exchanges "should have the right to
create an exchange market in a security," and that the Commission
should make this determination in terms of the public interest.~3°
From 1944 on, the exchanges~ abilities to trade securities listed on an-
other exchange appear to have been~ for practical purposes, substan-
tially the same as prior to the enactment of the 1934 statute.
c. The Multiple Trading

The so-called MultLple l’rading Case of. 1941 ~ is one of the Com-
mission’s landmark decisions. It was the only proceeding ever held
by the Commission under section 19 (b) of the 1934 statute to deter-
mine whether a rule of the NY’SE should be changed. The "rule" in
question was a constitutional provision~ under the terms of which
members of the NY~SE acting as odd-lot dealers or specialists on other
exchanges~ or otherwise publicly dealing "outside the exchange in se-
curities deal in on the exchange~" would be subject to proceedings for
suspension or expulsion from exchange membership. Because of the
important role of lgYSE members to the regional exchanges (see sec.
4 below)~ the immediate effect of the rule would have been curtail-
ment of multiple trading on the regional exchanges.

The Commission pointed out that many securities traded on the
lgYSE were ~lso traded on 1 or more of the 17 regional exchanges in
existence at the time, that 9 exchanges had facilities for executing
odd-lot transactions in dually traded securities a~ NYSE prices, and
that on 6 of .these exchanges NYSE members who were also members
of the regional exchange (i.e., dual members) either handled or fi-
nanced the o.dd-lot or specialist function. ’It then found that the
NYSE rule had already exerted disrupting effects on odd-lot trading
in dually traded issues on the regional exchanges and that even more
serious effects were portended ’by the inability of the regional ex-
changes to replace dual members performing the vital odd-lot dealer-
specialist function ~vith regional-only (sole) members possessing
adequate financing. The Commission found that "irreparable dam-
age" would result to these exchanges, by delistings and loss of
memberships :

* * * Furthermore, deleterious economic consequences to trade and indus-
try, particularly to growing industries located in areas surrounding the regional
exchanges, can be expected to ensue. For many years the regional exchanges
and the market facilities which they maintain have been important factors in
the financial lives of their communities. They have lent vitality to such co~n-
munities by facilitating the financing of local enterprises and by providing a
seasoning mechanism for the security issues of expanding companies, thus
assisting them to attain financial stability. If, as a result of enforcement of the
rule, these important functions now performed by the regional exchanges are
materially impaired, the Nation’s trade and industry would be adversely
affected.

ua~ SEC, "Report on Trading in Unlisted Securities Upon Exchanges," p. 10 (1936).
~10 S.E.C. 270 (1941).
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In view of the foregoing discussion, the harm which investors would suffer
from enforcement of the rule needs little elaboration. * * * If the regional
markets in dually traded issues are destroyed or materially decreased, the
public investor who wishes to buy or sell such securities will have to trade on
the NYSE and pay the higher costs attending such transactions. Even if
the issues affected by the rule continue to be traded~on the regional exchanges,
the customer can expect slower deliveries and’ poorer service in many cases.
The debilitation of regional exchange services in dually traded issues will also
permeate their trading services in local issues as well. The investor may there-
fore be faced with the alternative of trading only in the centralized market
located in New York or in the over~the-counter market.~2

The Commission thus declared its basis for ordering the insertion of
a "clarifying amendment" in the NYSE constitution specSfically
authorizing members to continue the activities which the rule had
sought to prohibit and thereby immunizing the regionals against
loss of participation by their dual members.

3. OTHER INFLUENCES SINCE 1934

a. Loss of solely traded securities
While the Commission was able to protect the regional exchanges

against attack by the NYSE in the trading of dually traded securi-
ties, these exchanges were suffering a less spectacular but continuing
attrition in the area of solely traded or local stocks, which in earlier
years had been the keystone of their existence. The major attack
came from the over-the-counter market, whose growth is de~ailed
in chapter VII. The second, which is, in part, connected with the
first, was the virtual termination of the process by which an issue
would be listed in a regional exchange for "seasoning" for a thne
prior to being listed on one of the major New York exchanges.

As already noted, the regionals suffered a substantial loss of trad-
ing volume in solely traded issues following the market crash of
1929 when bank, insurance and other stocks delisted and wen~ over
the counter. The trend was then expedited by the provisions of the
1934 Act imposing reporting, proxy, and insider-trading restrictions
on exchange-listed securities but not on those traded over the counter.
To aggravate this situation~ the exchanges no longer distributed ne~v
issues, a function now the exclusive province of the over-the-counter
~narket. This last development also meant that when the distribu-
tion was over, the regionals were forced to struggle to capture the
market from those already entrenched in it, an obviously more
strenuous assignment than retaining a market they had originally
created.

Other considerations magnified this competition from the over-the-
counter market. For example~ the historic advantage of the ex-
changes in bringing buyers and sellers together was lessened by the
inauguration in 1935 of the open-end teletype system enabling thou-
sands of over-the-counter dealers all over the country to contact each
other directly and immediately.

Overshadowing such technological advances, which merely tended to
offset advantages previously enjoyed by the exchanges, was the broker-
dealer’s relative freedom from limitation in the amount of markup
charged on an over-the-counter transaction. The ceiling adopted by

~ 10 S.E.C. 270 at pp. 283-284.
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the NASD for these markups was considerably higher than the com-
mission rates charged on the exchanges.~a The greater profit poten-
tial in trading securities .over the counter created an incentive for
broker-dealers to discourage issuers from listing on an exchange.
This motivation appeal~s in a case in which an issuer which filed a
delisting application because of its president’s belief-
* * * that if the stock were withdrawn from the exchange, over-the-counter
brokers not limited to the 7½-cent commission permitted to brokers on the
exchange, would stimulate activity in the stock, widen its market, and raise its
prices.TM

This was not all. Exchange members were circumscribed by rules
gove.rning trading on an exchange. The specialist was a relatively
passive market maker who, although responsible for making a market
for a security generally, could not promote its sale or purchase. The
over-the-counter market maker possessed much more flexibility; he
could acquire a block of stock and actively merchandise it while
making a market, or he could discontinue his market at will.

The regionals also continued to face the direct competition of the
principal exchanges for original listings. Indeed, as a result of the
reporting, insider-trading, and proxy requirements of the 1934 law,
which in some respects exceeded those on the regional exchanges, there
was a much stronger tendency to list directly on a major exchange in-
stead of first going through a period of "seasoning" on a regional.
In fact~ a study of the listings on the major New York exchanges from
1955 through 1961 showed that these exchanges had 704 new common
stock listings but that only 54 of these had first been traded on a
regional exchange (table VIII-62). Furthermore, the regionals~
loss of sole listings by transfer of the primary market to a major ex-
change had not been offset by new sole listings (chart VIII-j and
table VIII-63). Thus, the regionats, while maintaining a fairly
steady proportion of the dollar volume of trading on exchanges as
result of the extension of multiple trading, continued to lose primary
listings by transfer of the primary market to New York and also lost
potential sole listings of many securities directly to the principal
exchanges.

The trend may also be seen in terms of the value of stocks traded
exclusively on the regional exchanges. The dollar value of such stocks
increased from $3.’2 billion in 1951 to $4.1 billion in 1960, but this
percent increase was less than one-fifth the 163-percent increase enjoyed
b~ the principal exchanges during the same period (table VIII-63).
Stated relatively, the market value of stocks exclusively on the regional
exchanges dropped 50 percent from 2.4 percent of total share value on
exchanges in 1951 to 1.2 percent in 1960. The net number of issues
traded exclusively on the registered regional exchanges dropped from
620 in 1952 to 440 in 1960.

See eh. ~rIL
6 S.E.C. 995, 998.
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NUMBER

Chad VIII- j
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b. The p~b~iv commission schedule of the NYSE
The swiping ~verage ofthe public .or "n~em~r"

sahed~o of .Vhe N~SE exe~ a divot influen~ on the r~i~l ex-
chants. B~au~ that ~h~ule rec~iz~ neither n~om~r bmk~r-
d~lem nor ~argo volvo or "bl~k’r purchasem ~ sp~i’M cl~ of
cu~mem, ~ h~ encourag~ e~a’blishmen~ of ,a variety of ~ipr~al
~imion and di~ed ~li~ or "give-up" ~angeme~ts which o~n
can ~ work~ out only on ~he re~ona] exch~g~. Th~ exch.a~g~
thus con~tu~ a-~d of relief valve for pr~ur~ ~sul’t~ng~m Vhe
~floxibili~y of the public comm~on ~h~e of ~he NY’SE. R~fer-
en~ ~s made ~ pa~ I of chap~r VI for a disc~on of th~ ~ang~
men~, which ’are them ~r~a~d ~ ’a ~nction of the NY’SE ~m~ion
schedule but .which are ~ally impo~t hem for their imp~ on Vhe
re~al exch’ang~.

Responses to the Sp~ialStudy’s Questionnaire EX~ reveal the
e~nt ~f r~ipr~l busin~ arrangemen~ of various ~nds b~ween
sole and dual mem~rs (tables VI-z, VI-aa, and VI-bb). One-half
the r~po~ing regionul sole m~m ,have such arrangement, gen-
erally returning the regional-only member $1 of commissions for each
$2 he mfem ~ ~he NYSE member. App~xima~ly 60 ~r~nt of th~
285 mem~rs poll~ r~ive morn th~ 20 per~nt of their ~n~me ~om
recipr~l busing, 30 per~t r~ive more th.an 30 pe~n~ and 14
per~nt ~i~ more ~n ~ per~nt.
c. T~ ~rger of reg~ exchanges

A final racer in ~e development of the r~onal exchang~,p~’aps
~e l’argely caused by She ~mb~na~ion of ~he o~hers d~u~d ~ve,
h~ b~n their ~endency ~ m~rge ~n~ larger un~. The ~mprovem~
in comm~ications which ~avo ac~ntu~t~ She cgmpetition of tl~e
owr-,the-~r market ~ave al.~ made it ~ib]e for regional ex-
¢h’~g~ in different c~i~ ~ ~mbino f~s ~d ~ opera~ ei.$her
thresh th¢ m~hani~ of a single trading fl~r or Shrough se~ral.

The pr~ent Midwest Exchange repr~en~ the consolidation in 1949
of the CMcag% Cl¢veland~ Minneapolis-St. Paul~ and St. Louis Ex-
changes. The Philadelphia and Baltimore Exchang~ united in the
same year and were join~ by the Washin~on Exchange in 1953. The
Philadelphia-Baltimo~-Washin~n Exchange has established mutual
~rading privileg~ ~th B~n, Fit~burgh~ and MontmaI, ~o ex~nd
~ m~bers of e~h exch~ge the benefi~ of Em market provid~ by
the othem. ~d in 1957~ the San Franci~o and Los Angeles Ex-
changes ~mbined ~ form the Pacific Coast Exchange.
d.

~e result of the trends and forc~ since 1934 de~ri~d in ~tions
2 and 3 am clearly shown by the statistical data. These data show that,
the regional exchanges ~ a group have s~tained a loss in relative
share volhme sin~ 1935 of securities traded on all exchanges (tabl~
~II-64)~ although in te~s of the more ~ificant index of dolla~
~o]~ the regional s~ck exchang~ ~ a group have incre~d their
share from 5.53 percent ~ that year to 6.87 percent in 1962 of ~tal
exchange do~ar volvo. But the char~ter of trading on the re~onal
exchanges has shif~d~ and they have b~ome increasingly dependent

the num r of s ks on
~on~I ~eh~ng~ has d~lin~ by 60 p~rcent~ while the pro.po~ion
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of trading in solely listed stocks on the regionals has diminished from
15.7 percent in 1948 to 7.2 percent in 1961 (tables I-2 and VIII-65).

Although the regional exchanges a~=e often treated as a group, it is
important to note the substantial differences in their individual devel-
opment. The dollar volume percentages in the lower half of table
VIII-64, which are more significant than share volume, reveal that
since the consolidation of its four forernnner exchanges into the Mid-
west Exchange in 1951, its portion of overall dollar volume of trading
has increased and that during the past 5 years it has remained rela-
tively stable. The same is generally true of both the Pacific Coast
Exchange, which assumed its present form in 1957, and the Philadel-
phia-Baltimore-Washington Exchange, in 1953. Over the last 10
years Detroit has also maintained its share of the total, but the other
exchanges have relatively lost ground. These differences in fortune
stress the need for considering each regional exchange as a separate
entity with separate needs even while treating them as a group for
some purposes.

4. THE P~GIOI~AL EXCHANGES TODAY

Of approximately 100 regional exchanges in existence at various
times through the years and of the 35 remaining in 1928, only 14 are
active today.23~ Their identity and relative size may be seen in table
VIII-61. This section is concerned with all of them but treats spe-
cially the four largest---Midwest, Pacific Coast, Philadelphia-Balti-
more-Washington, and Boston--which accounted for 92 percent of the
dollar volume of all the regionals in 1962.

The discussion is broadly a~)plicable to some of the others--Cincin-
nati, Detroit, and Pittsburgh--but less so to the so-called western
mining exchanges--Salt Lake, San Francisco Mining, and Spokane--
which have characteristics and problems largely dissl~milar from those
of the other regional exchanges.
b. Membership

Membership on regional stock exchanges may be classified by those
holding memberships solely on a regional exchange ("sole members"),
and those holding memberships on a regional exchange and either or
both the NYSE and the Amex ("dual members"). Two hundred and
thirty-eight firms are members of either or both New York exchanges
as well as one or more regional exchanges, while 449 are sole members
of regional exchanges (table VIII-66). For the rest of this section
"dual members" refer to those who are members of the NYSE and a
regional exchange.

The dual members are clearly the most important members of the
larger regional exchanges. They have the largest sales organization
ana constitute the mos~ important source of business for each ex-
changeY3s From responses to Questionnaire EX-4, the study was able
to determine the gross income of each member or member firm which
was derived from transactions on the regional exchange. The data

~ The count excludes the Chicago Board of Trade which, although registered under the
Exchange Act, has had no securities transactions since 1953 and the National Stock Ex-
change in New York which, although smallerthan most of the regional exchanges, attempts
to list companies of national interest. -

~ In 1940 a Commission study found that dual-member firms were better capitalized
than sole members. This is probably still the case ; dual members in order to be such
must own a membership on the NYSE, which is at present worth about $200,000. Mem-
bership on regional exchanges usually cost below $20,000.
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were analyzed by ranking the members according to the gross income
they received in 1961 from the regional exchanges. An examination
of the results indicates that, for the four principal regional exchanges,
dual members were the most significant (table VIII-67).

Thus, dual members on the Midwest, the largest of the regional ex-
changes, accounted for 58 percent of all exchange income, which in-
cludes income from odd-lot dealing, specializing, floor trading, etc.,
and also includes commissions received as give-ups to one exchange
member from another. These dual members also produced 71 percent
of the gross commission income earned by all Midwest members in
1961 (table VIII-67). On the PCSE, dual members accounted for
55 percent of all exchange income and 70 percent of the gross com-
mission income.

Dual members of the Boston Stock Exchange accounted for the
highest proportion of total exchange income of those of all the ex-
changes studied--74 percent. These members also produced 74 percent
of gross commission income, unlike dual members of other exchanges,
who accounted for lesser percentages of total exchange income than of
gross commission income. The greater dominance of Boston dual
members is perhaps explainable by the fact that the geographical area
of the Boston Stock Exchange is also serviced by the malor New York
exchanges to a large extent. On the other hand, the Philadelphia-
Baltimore-Washington Exchange, while geographically closer to l~ew
York, has extended its influence to many areas of the South which
are fairly remote from l~ew York.

As to each of the four major regional exchanges, when members
were ranked according to amount of income received on such ex-
change, those in the top one-fifth were found to have received the
great bulk of all exchange income. The range was from 58 percent
on the PCSE to 68 percent on the MSE. Moreover, in the case of
each of the exchanges the top fifth was dominated by dual members,
the range being from 69 percent in the case of PBWSE to 83 percent
in the case of BSE (table VIII-68).

Relatively important as are the dual members to the regional ex-
changes, the reverse is not equally true. The great majority of these
members earn the major part of their income from sources other than
the regional exchanges; table VIII-69 shows that income from activi-
ties of dual members on the regional exchanges was overshadowed by
commission income from the I~YSE and profits from over-the-counter
transactions and underwritings. For example, the firm that had the
largest income from the MSE placed its MSE activities as fourth in
producing income for the firm’s offices in the vicinity of that exchange.
However, as the table also indicates, for some dual members, their
activities on the regional exchanges were their most important source
of business. Four dual members of the 4 exchanges ranked commis-
sion business on the regional exchange as their most important source
of income, while 22 members ranked it as their second most important
source of income.

As a group, sole members, who control a smaller share of the busi-
ness on each regional exchange than do dual members, also find their
major source of income outside the regional exchanges, in their case
from activities in the over-the-counter market 237 and from the sale of

~ One sole member in a memorandum to salesmen stated : "* * * one listed sale of a
company the customer knows might lead to five unlisted sales I WHY NOT TRY ITS"
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mutual funds (chart VIII-a). However, a much larger number 
sole than dual members draw from the re#onal exchange their most
important source of income (table VIII-70). Seventy sole members
of the four maj or regional exchanges listed public comm- ission business
on these exchanges as their most important source of income.

Dual members receive most of their regional exchange income from
public commissions, while sole members r-ely heavily on "give-ups" of
commissions which are often connected with some reciprocal business
relations (tables VIII-71 through VIII-74). For example, on the
PBWSE only 2 dual members received income from "give-ups," while
55 sole members received this form of income. For 26 sole members,
give-ups accounted for between 10 to 29.9 percent of their total in-
come from that exchanger while 2 members stated that it accounted for
over 80 percent of their income (table VIII-74). The relationship
was the same for the members of the Midwest and Pacific coast ex-
changes, where sole members earned greater percentages of their in-
come from give-ups than did dual members (tables VIII-72 and VIII-
73). MemDers~ both sole and dual, of the Boston Exchange earned
small percentages of their income from this source (table VIII-71).

The membership of the regional exchanges is thus made up of two
groups, dual and sole members, neither of which obtains its major
source of income from regional exchanges, the former depending pri-
marily on the I~YSE and the latter on the over-the-counter market or
other fields of activity.
c. Securities

For purposes of this part, the method of qualifying a security for
trading on a regional exchange--either through formal listing by the
iss.uer or under unlisted trading privileges obtained by the exchange--
is less important than the distinction resulting from the trading of
some securities ("solely traded securities") on only a regional exchange,
and of others ("dually traded stock" or "multiple traded securitie2’)
on a primary exchange and one or more regional exchanges. There
are several avenues to a stock’s becoming dually traded. The stock
may be listed originally on a regional exchange and subsequently
secure a listing on a New York exchange.23s The stock ma~ be listed
on a l~ew York exchange and then become listed on a regional ex-
change, or, as is far more often the case, a regional exchange may
apply for unlisted trading privileges. As section 3 above makes clear,
the .Commission’s extension of unlisted trading privileges has become
an ~mportant gateway to multiple trading on the regional exchanges.

(1) Dually traded stocks
In total~ 93 percent of the dollar volume of trading on the major

regional exchanges is represented by s/~cks which have their primary
markets on the NYSE or the Amex. Dually traded securities have
thus becom~ the major business of the regional exchanges.

As can b~ seen from ~able VIII-75, most of the common stocks traded
on th~ NYSE are also ~raded on one (~r more regionM stock exchanges.
It can ~lso be se~n that the number of regional exchanges oa which
a stock is dually traded t~nds to be greater ~s there ~re a greater num-

2as When a stock solely trade~, on a ~egtonal is listed on a New York exchange, there is
typically a rapid decline in volume on the regional exchange, coupled, with a reduction
of the number of orders on the specialist’s book within a short time after the primary
market is firmly planted in New York.
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ber of shares outstanding, a greater number of shareholders and a
larger volume on the N¥SE.

The stocks that are dually traded are thus the most active stocks
on the N¥SE. As might be expected there is a tendency for volume
in dually traded stocks to be heaviest in the securities of companies
closely connected with the region in which the exchange is located.
Thus, the Midwest Exchange does a relatively high portion of all of
the regiona2 exchange trach~ng in such stocks as Borg Warner, Com-
monwealth Edison, Montgomery Ward, and Sears, Roebuck, while the
Pacific Coast Exchange tends to do more trading in such stocks as
Pacific Gas & Electric, Southern California Edison, Standard Oil of
California, and Union Oil of California.

A further discussion of dual trading appears below in section 5.a (2)
and part F of this chapter."39

(2) ~olely traded stoclcs
Sections 2 and 3 traced the development of the regional excha~ges

from their establishment as primary, markets to their more recent
dependence on multiple trading. ]~ring the past 30 years m~ny
factors have operated to curtail the relative importance of solely
traded stocks until in 1960 such trading represented 32.6 percent of the
share volume, 11 percent of the issues, and only 7 percent of the dollar
vdlume of all trading on the seven major regional exchanges (table
VIII-76). The decline in relative importance of sole trading has been
continuous. From 1948 to 1961~ solely traded stocks dropped from
15 percent of the dollar volume of trading on regional stock exchanges
to 7 percent (table VIII-65).

Closer analysis of the figures reveals an even more startling decline
in the relative importance of sole trading. Of the 440 issues traded
solel$ on the regional stock exchanges in 1961, 295 were traded on the
7 ptnncipal regional exchanges, and of these only 102 had an annual
share volume greater than 25,000 shares, or 100 shares a day. These
10~ issues accounted for 9~ percent of the share volume and 86 percent
of the dollar volume of all solely traded issues on these exchanges.

Solely traded stocks represent a higher portion of total business~
whether measured in number of stocks, number of shares traded, or
dollar volume of trading--for .the Midwest, Pacific Coast, Cincinnati,
and PhiIadeIphia-BaItimore-Washington Exchanges than for the
other regional exchanges (disregarding, of course, the three mining ex-
changes-where they constitute the bulk of the business).
d. The qnechanics of trading

(1) Rownd-lot trading
Solely and dually traded stocks are each traded in a different man-

ner on the regional exchanges. Solely traded stocks appear to be
traded in much the same way as on the principal exchanges, with the
specialist doubling as odd-lot dealer, as on the Amex. However, many
of these stocks are quite inactive when measured by NYS.E standards,
and the specialists’ books show the characteristics associated with in-
active stocks. As is indicated by table VIYI-77, comparing a sample
of regional exchange books with a sample o~ NYSE books, the re-
gional exchange books are relatively quite thin. The thinness of these
markets has the. effect, of course, of increasing the need for the spe-

~-~ For a discussion of the trading of N~SE-listed securities over the counter, see pt. D
of this chapter.
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cialist’s participation as dealer, but by the same token most of the
securities in question lack the attributes which will motivate specialists
to take significant positions or make close markets. They have
neither an assured flow of public orders nor a "book" through which
a specialist can reverse his position.24~ Therefore, a seller with a block
of even moderate size may find difficulty in selling it on the exchange,
and consequently takes his business to the over-the-counter market.

For dually traded issues, it must be remembered that the regional
exchanges are not primary but secondary markets. The dual trading
~.ystem effectively ties the regional market to the NYSE tape. Be-
cause the regionals must be competitive in price with the primary mar-
kets, which do the great bulk o~trading in dually traded securities, a
different type of trading has developed. Its salient characteristics
are the following:

(a) The executions on the regional exchanges are based on the prices
and quotations of the primary market.

(b) The specialist participates as a dealer in approximately 90 per-
cent of all multiple trading on the regional exchanges.

(c) The specialist is under no. obligation to quote both sides of the
market, although certain of the exchanges require him to quote at least
one side competitively with the primary market. He may deal or re-
fuse to deal as he chooses, with his willingness to trade generally de-
pending on his position in the stock at the moment and his opinion
concerning its price trend. He prefers ¢o deal in orders permitting
him to adjust his position to fit his needs.

(d) An executing broker who cannot effect a satisfactory trade 
the regional exchange can always send the order to the principal ex-
change, although his economic incentive is often to execute it on the
regional exchan~.e.

The basic trading pattern implicit in these characteristics expresses
itself in many variations on each regional exchange. The following
brief description of major patterns is not intended to be exhaustive
but rather to indicate the variety and flexibility of current practice.

Most orders on the MSE are executed on the basis of the last trans-
action on the primary market. Orders received before the opening
of the NYSE are executed at the opening price there. The broker
handling a customer’s order normally secures quotations from both
the MSE specialist and the principal exchange, and will effect the
transaction on the better market, taking his choice if both are the
same. For example, if the broker has 100 shares to sell and the I~YSE
market is 50 to 501/~ while the MSE market is 50~ to 503~, the broker
would sell his 100 shares on the MSE at 50~. The MSE requires its
specialists to quote a price on one side of the market which is at least
as good as that on the NYSE. If, in this example, a broker wanted
to buy 100 shares he would execute on the NYSE rather than on the
MSE because the NYSE offer (501/~) was one-fourth less than the
MSE offer.

The MSE specialist will occasionally "stop" an order, permitting the
executing broker to seek a better price on the primary market but
~o~aranteeing him a :price if he is unsuccessful there. Since communi-
cation with the primary market is extremely fast, these practices
appear to assure the conscientious Midwest broker of at least as good
a price as on the primary exchanges, and sometimes a better one.

See oh. VI.D.
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When larger orders come into the market there are various possible
methods of handling the order. The specialist may be willing to fill
the entire order or, in the alternative, he may fill part of the order and
send the balance on to New York. He will then base the MSE execu-
tion on the price received in New York, filling his portion of the order
at that price.

:Neither the MSE nor the PCSE (described below) has a systematic
method of assuring that their round-lot markets are in line with the
New York market, and that executions are at least as good a~ they
would have been in New York. The exchanges depend on the servicing
broker to test the two markets and select the best one for his cus-
tomer’s order.

Trading on the Pacific Coast Stock Exchange is similar to that on
the MSE with the added element of its two floors, San Francisco and
Los Angeles~ which are closely linked by fast communication systems.
Generally, dual stocks are traded on both floors and there are special-
ists in both San Francisco and Los Angeles for these listings, although
in certain instances when all of the interest in a particular dual stock
is in one of the two divisions there will be only one specialist. The
specialist on one floor negotiates lwith the executing broker on the
basis of the New York tape largely in the same way as on the Midwest
Exchange, but if he is unable to make a satisfactory offer to the execut-
ing broker, he calls his counterpart on the other floor. The entire
process of checking both floors to determine how .the quote compares
with the :New York market requires approximately 30 seconds. Though
the specialists on PCSE tend to quote one side of the market "as good
as :New York," they are not required to do so. Many transactions are
effected on the basis of the last :New York sale, since the specialists
prefer the certitude of this form of execution~ but some are on the
basis of the next :New York price.

A specialist is able to keep in touch with the New York market by
checking the :NYSE tape and by obtaining quotes through his own
office (if an :NYSE member) or through an :NYSE firm with which
he has arrangements. Frequently the office will have a Quotron or
similar device to give the last sale in :New York and the current quote.

An apparently unique form of order on the PCSE is the "keep-in-
line" order~ said to be aimed at obtaining .for the exchange a portion
of block orders of mutual funds on a basis permitting execution at,
prices in line with the primary market. This means that the specialist
will quote the order in line with :New York, waiting for a counter pub-
lic order to come into the market. For example, on a Monday morning
the last price in :New York was 45 and a commission house broker
desires to sell 500 shares but the specialist does not desire to buy. The
commission house broker, rather than send the order to :New York,
.will keep the order on the PCSE and have the specialist offer the order
in line with :New York. The specialist may offer this order at 45 all
day Monday. Assuming no public buyer comes in, the order will be
carried over to the next day. If the price in :New York declines, the
keep-in-line order will be offered at the :New York price.241

e~a This type of order presents a problem, of both customer protection and a possible
conflict with the provisions of sec. 11 of the Exchange Act. The problem is whether such
an order is a discretionary order and is somewhat similar to the problem concernlng the
so-called "not-held" order discussed in ch. VI.D. The matter is presently being Studied
by the Commission’s Division of Trading and Exchanges.

96--746--63--pt. 2------60
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The Philadelphia-Baltimore-Washington Exchange has also de-
veloped various methods of relating its markets to those of the NYSE.
On that exchange the commission house order clerk calls the specialist
and checks the market. If the firm is an NYSE member he will tell
the specialist, "GM is 56 to an ~ in New York: I have 100 to sell."
The specialist may buy the 100 at the New York bid or may say, "I
am not interested at 56." If a local member firm is told that the New
York market is 56 to an ~ and the best bid in Philadelphia is 557/s,
he may then limit his order to sell at 56. If the stock should sell there-
after at 56~/~ in New York, i.e., "sell through" the limit, the order will
then be executed at 56. The firm may also receive an execution "on
volume." If there are a great many "prints" of GM at 56 on the
NYSE tape the specialist will execute the order at 56 without waiting
for the stock to sell in New York at 561/~. The transaction "on vol-
ume" will occur when the volume of sales in New York at the limit
price is such as would indicate that the firm can receive an execution
at 56 in New York. However, if there should just be one sale in New
York at 56, the specialist would not be required to give an execution
at 56 under this arrangement. Another arrangement on the PBWSE
is known as an order ’~with an adjustment." The purpose of this order
is to assure that the execution will not be outside the NYSE range for
the day though the tentatively agreed-upon price is not as good as the
previous execution in New York. A PBWSE specialist testified that
if the customer wanted to buy 100 shares of, say, General Motors when
that stock was quoted at 557/s-56 in New York and the high sale of
the day has been 557/s :

We will tell the broker: "We will sell a hundred General Motors at 56, with
an adjustment."

Q. What does that mean ?
A. If General Motors does not sell--the rest of the daywhigher than 55~

that price will be adjusted to 55~.
Q. In other words, he wants to buy with a limit now at 56?
A. That is right.
Q. And the New York Stock Exchange high for the day has been 55% ?
A. And is quoted 55~-56. We will say, "You bought a hundred at 56, with

a.n adjustment."
Q. You will give him 55~ ?
A. If it does not go higher than 55~.
Q. But if it [reaches] 56------
A. Then the price remains 56.

None of these arrangements is considered by the PBWSE broker to
create any question of fiduciary responsibility to their customers.
With respect to the "sell-through" order, if the New York market is 56
to 561~ and the customer wants to sell 100, he is guaranteed an execu-
tion on the PBWSE at 56 if the stock sells at 56~/s in New York. The
reasoning is that, had the order been sent to New York, there is no cer-
tainty that the quote is the market in which the customer would have
dealt since there might have been orders ahead of his or the market
might have changed by the time his order arrived~ i.e., he might have
"missed the market." When the customer is guaranteed an execution
at 56 when the stock sells at 56~/~ it is considered certain that the order
could have sold at 56 in New York. In the "on-volume" situation, if
the stock sells repeatedly at 56 in New York there is also a clear indi-
cation that, the order might have been executed at 56 in New York
had it been sent there.
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This brief exposition st~ggests that there are many variations of
trading practices in multiple traded stocks on the regional exchanges,
the limiting factors being the willingness of the specialist to meet
the competition of the principal exchange, his capital resources, and
his imagination in worki’ng out deals.

(2) Odd-lottrading
Odd lots constitute a more substantial portion of total trading vol-

ume on the regional exchanges than on the primary exchanges. In
1961, odd-lot trading amounted to only 9.1 percent of total share vol-
ume on the I~YSE, but to 19 percent of the share volume of the Mid-
west Exchange. During sample periods in 1961, it amounted to 48
percent of share volume on the Boston Exchange and 11.7 percent on
the Pacific Coast Exchange; this latter figure equaled 34 percent~ of
dollar volume on that exchange.

Odd lots in solely traded stocks are handled in much the same way
on the regional exchanges as on the Amex, with the odd-lot dealer
doubling as specialist for the same security. The regionals’ trading
of odd lots in dually traded stocks, however, differs from such tradinig
on the primary exchanges. Odd-lot o~dgrs are executed at the rouna-
lot price appearing on the I~YSE tape, plus or minus the odd-lot dif-
ferential, 3 minutes after receipt Of the order. This practice aims to
assure the odd-lot customer that the price on the regional exchange is
the same as he would have obtained had the order been sent directly to
the I~YSE. The ’3 minutes approximates the time that it takes for
the tape to reflect an execution on the floor of the I~YSE.2~2 Because
the system aims at achieving the same price as an I~YSE execution,
there is no reason for the broker to check ’the New York market. Even
in the primary market the odd-lot order is mechanically executed based
against a round-lot sale and there is no brokerage judgment exercised.

The NYSE tapes are time-stamped by the regional exchanges and
are used to determine whether an odd-lot order was properly executed.
As a part of the MSE’s surveillance procedure a record is prepared by
MSE employees of the time o~ transaction in each dual stock, in addi-
tion to the timed tape.

Besides executing odd-lot orders against the tape, regional exchange
odd-lot dealers may occasionally, on request,, exec’ate such orders on
the bid or offer, although the rules do not reqmre them to do so. Such
executions usually require approval of a governor.

An odd-lot dealer can reduce a position in several ways. One is by
improving his round-lot quote over the New York quote; thus he may
expedite liquidation of a long position by making his offer one-eighth
lower than the New York offer. 2~3 He can also offset his position on
other regional exchanges. Specialists on the Boston, Philadelphia-
Baltimore-Washington~ Pittsburgh, and Montreal stock exchanges are
in communication with each other by direct wires linking their floors
and e’ach may trade on the other exchanges Ut member rates. Odd-lot
dealer-specialists on one floor of the PCSE may offset positions with
their counterparts on the other floor. Specialists who are sole m.em-

~ The timelag of 3 minutes is adjusted for any lateness of the NYSE tape.~8 At the same time he might lower his bid beneath the NYSE quote so that he would
not buy any round lots.
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bers also offset with the over-the-counter houses dealing in listed
securities.~44

l~any of the offsetting transactions are done on the primary market,
the I~YSE, with the odd-lot dealer-specialist buying or selling on that
exchange as his needs dictate. As discussed below~ this use of the
primary market by regional exchange members apparently has little
effect on I~YSE markets. Of more~nterest is the fact that when the
regional exchange odd-lot dealer-specialist does engage in an off-
setting transaction on the NYSE, he must.~ unless his firm is a member
of that exchange, pay the full commission, even though his trans-
actio~ is that of a professional dealer. Since a specialist’s dealer
transactions are generally not speculative in nature, and his dealer
profits come from small spreads and high volume~2’5 the full N¥SE
commission represents a high fixed cost. At times the pressure of
specialists who are not members of the NYSE to circumvent the
NYSE public commission schedule leads to such devices as the sham
arbitrage situation described in part I of chapter VI. Typically~
!~owever~ the specialist is in some reciprocal business relationship with
an NYSE member, as explained in that part, and often is financed
by such a member. Many regional odd-lot dealer-specialists have
become NYSE members to avoid payment of nonmember commis-
sions, in some instances acquiring membership after becoming odd-lot
dealer-specialists and building up a volume of offsets to make such
membership profitable, in others entering .the odd-lot dealer-specialist
business as an adjunct to an existing commission business.
e. The public customers

In the absence of public transaction studies of the regional
changes~ it is possible only to .s~eculate on the nature of their public
customers. They appear to dirmr from the p~blic customers of the
principal exchanges in at least two respects. 2irst~ as just indicated~
a large portion of their business, represented by odd lots, is transacted
with small investors. Second~ the Special Study’s Questionnaire
IN-4 revealed a high utilization of the regional exchanges by open-end
(load) investment companies. Such companies transacted 78 percent
(~f all institutional business placed on the regional exchanges~ whereas
they accounted for only 47 percent of institutional business on the
NYSE. On the other hand~ all other institutional groups (except
close.d-end investment companies) placed a negligible amount of busi-
ness m the regional exchanges.~

The nonmember customer~ regardless of classification, however, pays
commission rates identical to those in effect on the NYSE~ excep~t ~n
the Pacific Coast~ Detroit~ and Cincinnati exchanges, which have ex-
tended commission discounts to specified classes of professionals--
generally broker-dealers in securities who are also members of the
NASD.

5. THE PLACE OF THE REGIOI~AL EXCHAI~GES

The preceding discussion has traced the dramatic decline in the im-
portanceof the regional exchanges as primary markets and their con-
version to Secondary markets~ not truly of the auction type~ for dually

~ See pt. D of this chapter.
~ See ch. VI.D.6.e.~ See pt. C.3.a(2) of this chapter.
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traded securities. The major factors accounting for the absolute and
relative decline of the regional exchanges as primary markets have
been shown to be: (1) freedom from controls over issues in the over-
the-counter markets as compared with issuers of listed securites; (2)
greater flexibility of trading, "merchandising" and pricing practices
in over-the-counter markets; (3) improvements in communication
that have both accentuated the gravitational pull of New York and
permitted the growth of the over-the-counter markets; and (4) the
vicious circle of declining business and declining prestige of regional
exchanges.

The regionals, as occupants of the difficult middle ground between
the major exchanges and the over-the-counter.~ markets~ have had the
unhappy experience of generally feeling the adverse impacts~ and
never the favorable impacts, of these various developments. The no-
table decline of their role as primary markets has been accompanied
by a very substantial increase in their role as "dual" markets for
securities traded on the New York Stock Exchange and~ to a limited
extent, the American Stock Exchange. Not the least of the factors~
of course~ accounting for this change has been the sheer struggle for
survival of regional exchanges in the face of their declining func-
tion as primary markets. B~ the same token~ if and to the ext~nt the
latter trend might be reversed~ the reliance on multiple trading would
be tempered.

The purpose of this section is to examine the role of the regional
exchanges m the securities markets under existing conditions and to
consider some of the possibilities for their development in the future.
Consideration is first given to the two specific trading functions of
these exchanges, as "multiple" and primary markets, and to the gen-
eral considerations affecting their overall performance as institutions
for the trading of securities in the regions of which they are part and
in the national securities markets.
a. Regional exchanges as "m~ltiple" markets

In their important area of trading of stocks also traded on the
principal exchanges~ the regional exchanges do not operate as inde-
pendent auction markets but~ as already pointed out~ as .negotiated
markets within limits set by the tape of the principal exchange.
Their functioning in this area can perhaps best be, evaluated in the
reference frame~ on the one hand~ of their contributions to the public
generally and to professionals in the securities business and~ on the
other, of their impact upon the primary markets.

(1) Functio~ns of ~nultiple trading
(a) Broker-dealers.--For professionals in the securities bus~neSs~

multiple trading on the regional exchanges is a gateway to an im-
portant segment of the securities markets otherwise closed to m’any~~
and it may permit larger earnings even for NYSE members~ who
enjoy that access. Because of the impact of the I~YSE public com-
mission schedule~ discussed in section 3 above, a sole member of a
regional exchange may place an order for a dually traded security on
the regional exchange and retain most of the commission~ rather than
place it on the NYSE throagh an NYSE member and~ technically,

~ See pt. D of this chapter for a discussion of a similar function performed by the over-
the-counter market In listed securities.
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keep no part of the commission or, practically~ retain a portion via
a reciprocal commission or equivalent arrangement. The regionals
also serve a somewhat similar function for dual members lacking
executing and clearing facilities in l~ew York. Such members must,
yield some 25 to 40 percent of ~their commission to another NYSE
member to perform these functions for them on the NYSEs but may
retain a larger part of the commission by handling the transaction
directly on the regional exchange. Dual members possessing execut-
ing and clearing..facilities in New York have a more balanced choices
some favoring the principal exchange because of such considerations
as cost savings resulting from centralized bookkeeping systems~ and
others selecting the regional exchanges either to generate reciprocal
commission business or to "keep the business local."

Where, for any of several, reasons~ a sole member places orders on
the principal exchange via a member of that exchanges such orders
become the basis for the reciprocal commission business given to the
sole member to be transacted on the regional exchange. The re-
gionals thus serve a double purpose for a sole member: they become
the instrmnent by which he may handle some orders directly or
through which he may receive business reciprocating for business
that he has placed on the primary exchange. The role of the re-

hgiional exchanges in serving thes~ purposes for their sole membersgMights the need for carefully evaluating an4 administering any
changes in the public commission schedule of the NYSE which ma~y
be designed to recognize nonmember professionals in the securities
business as entitled to preferential treatment.~s A conflict of public
purposes may result from, on the one hand~ any future determina-
tion that modiilca~tion of the commission schedule is in the public
interest ands on the other~ the possible effec~ of any such modification
in reducing the volume of trading on the regional exchanges. This
is not to say that the conflict is irreconcilables but it is important
that any fundamental changes in the commission schedule be worked
out with due regard for the need of the regional exchanges to accom-
modate themselves to the revision.

(b) Public eusto~ers.--The regional exchanges also relieve the
sweeping impact of the NYSE public commission schedule on such
large-volume or large-block public customers as ~pen-end mutual
funds. The funds utilize the device of the "give-up or directed split
of commissions to reward broker-dealers for selling mutual fund shares
or supply!ng statistical a~d research services. The NYSE limitation
of cash g~ve-ups to exchange members in the case of NYSE trans-
actions has led funds to funnel out some portfolio business for execu-
tion on the regional exchan_aes, where the commission may be given
up not only to sole members~aut~ in the cas~ of the Pacific ~oast~ Cin-
c1~nnati, and Detroit exchangess even to nonmembers of those ex-
changes.~ Thus the cave, at just expressed with respect to the need f~,rcare in evaluating the impact of changes in the NYSE public commis-
sion structure tO give access to the nonmember proi~essional also applies
to any changes designed to recognize block and volume customers.

m~See ~¢h. VI.I.
~ See pt. C, above:
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Other functions performed by the regional exchanges for public
customers rest on a firmer foundation. "Some of these have already
been noted in the quotations from the Commission’s early section 12
(f) (2) cases, as well as Multipl~ Trading 6~ase, One is t he incen-
tive to save the New York State stock transfer tax. Normally paid
by the seller~ this tax is calculated as follows:

Stock value per share:
/Less than $5 ...........
$5 to less than $10
,$10 to less than $20.
:$20 or more__

Ta~
per share

(vents)
1
2

4

The tax in any round-lot traa~sact’ion may thus reach $4. It is clear
from the res2onses to Questionnaire Xl~-4 that some institutions take
this faztor ~nto account in transactions of sMes~25° and responses to
Questionnaire EX-4 indicate that many men~ber firms consider it a
significant factor in executing agency orders for publio customers
(table VIII-78)

It has also been suggested that the regional exchanges may excel the
principal exchangesin speed of r%uorting execution of transactions~~
and in reduction of both mailing charges on securities and time re-
quired for investors to secure stock certificates. Reference is also often
made to the function of the Pacific Coast Exchange in providing; be-
cause of the time differential, trading facilities after the closing of the
primary exchanges. Thus one respondent to the institutional ques-
tionnair% extolling the benefits of regional exchange competition
generally, referred specifically to the time differential. ~s In general,
however~ Pacific Coast trading in dually traded stocks actually ap-
pears to drop off sharply when the primary exchanges suspend opera-
tions for the day.

By giving their sole members preferential access to dually traded
stocks, the regional exchanges help to widen the public customer’s
field for the selection of a broker able and willing to do business in a
large spectrum of stocks. This benefit to the customer is the comple-
mentary aspect of the function described above from the reference
point of the professional. But the enlarged coml~tition thus made
possible in the sdection of a broker does not extend to commission
rates; public rates on the regional exchanges are the same as those of
the principal exchanges.

In the important area of price, there are no reliable ~a~ measuring
accurately the quality of executions in multiple traded Stocks on the
regional exchange against the yardstick of the principal exchange.
Price competition with respect to a given security at a given time is
within very narrow limits at best. In odd lots~ as seen~ the regional

~ See l)t. O, above.
~-~ qYhe basic advertising of the Boston Stock Exchange, presently and for some time past,

emphasizes that :
’~There is no state stock transfer l~ax in Ma~sachusetts. * * * If your sales confirmation

shows a state stock transfer charge * * * your o~der was not executed on the Boston
Stock Exchange ! ~ell your broker to make this saving for you whenever possible

This is in contrast to the position taken by the Boston Exchange with respect to "adver-
tising the lower differential for certain odd-lot teansactions that prevailed briefly in
1958 ; see eh. VI.E.~a Several., dual .members ~indiea~ted, in response, to Questionnaire _EX-4, that the fact
that "reports-of executions are. received more qulckly" is a significant reason for executions
on regional exchanges (table VIII-78).~a See pt. A.2.6, above.

~ See oh. VI.I.l.a(2).
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exchange prices are directly based on the l~ew York tape; in round
lots there is slightly greater flexibility but the practical results do not
greatly differ--in fact all of the regionals hav~ mechanisms and pro-
cedures to assure correlation with New York prices. Nevertheless,
it should not be assumed that the existence of the dual market has no
effect on the primary. The president of the Midwest Stock Exchange
cited, as one example, a situation in which, after that exchange had
developed a substantial share of the market in Commonwealth Edison
common stock, there was a noticeable improvement in the 1NYSE
specialist’s bid and asked quotations. This view was in a sense cor-
roborated by papers in the files of the I~YSE which showed that,
several years later, its officials were concerned with the volume of
~ransactions in the same stock on the Midwest Exchange and requested
that the specialist carry larger positions and provide closer quota-
tions; the specialist promised to do so. The Special Study has found
other instances where the files of the NYSE reflect suggestions or
cautions to NYSE specialists occasioned by regional exchange com-
petition. A considerable number of dual members of regional ex-
changes, in answer to the study’s Questionnaire EX-4, gave "better
price available" as a major reason for executing transactions in dually
traded stock on the regional exchange (table VIII-78).

(2) Effect on primary market.
A full evaluation of the function served by the regional exchanges

ia multiple trading requires a consideration of the impact of such
trading upon the primary market. The concept of "depth" has been
discussed in relation to price continuity and fluidity in a continuous
auction market, and it becomes important to consider the possible im-
pact of a diversion from the primary market of trading in a given
security.

In an effort to gage, if only in a general way, the effect of multiple
trading on the primary market, the Special Study compared the trad-
ing on the Midwest,Pacific Coast, Baltimore-Philadelphia-Washing-
ton, and Boston exchanges of 207 stocks trade~l on at least 3 of these 4
exchanges as well as on the NYSE. The~ issues accounteA for be-
tween 42 and 47 percent of the NYSE round-lot volume in the three
1-week test periods ~5~ and wer~ among the most active stocks on the
principal exchange. Total round- and odd-lot trading on the four
regional exchanges amounted to 11.4 percent of the equivalent total
on the NYSE for 2 of the 3 weeks and 10 percent the other week. But
the extent of regional trading in individual stocks was quite varied,
ranging from more than 40 percent of NYSE volume in some cases to
less than 5 percent in many.256

A further study was made of the trading in 1 week of 50 stocks for
which the amount of round-lot and odd-lot trading on the regionals
was greatest compared to that on the NYSE. Round lots alone were
considered, however, in this smaller study because odd-lot trading does
not directly affect the depth of the primary market. After elimina-

~These were the weeks ending Jan.. 27, Mar. 24, and June 16, 1961--the same
weeks for which various studies of NYSE member trading were made. ,See oh. VI. C.
D, F, and G.

~To measure the net effect of regional trading on the NYSE, it is necessary to
reduce the latter’s indicated volume by the Volume accounted for by offsetting trans-
actions on the NYSE by regional specialist-odd-lot dealers. The offsets averaged 2
percent for the 3 test weeks.
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tion of regional offsets on the NYSE, round-lot trading on the M:SE,
PCSE, and PBWSE 257 constituted 13.45 percent of t.he total round-
lot trading in these securities in their multiple markets, or 15.54 of
NYSE volume. But again the range for indl"vidual stocks was wide,
exceeding 20 percent of NYSE volume for 10 stocks and in one
isolated case reaching 83.2 percent (table VIII-79).

A further study conducted of 50 of the most active stocks on the
NYSE during the market break in May 1962 disclosed that regional
exchanges had little effect on the NYSE at that time. Regional round-
and odd-lot volume, as a percentage of NYSE round- and odd-lot
volume for May 28, 29, and 31, was a little over 8 percent, compared
with between 10 and 11 percent in the 3-week study. Offsets on the
NYSE b.y odd-10t dealer-specialists were small compared to NYSE
volume m these 50 stocks; .on May 28 the percentage was 1.05, on
May 29, 1.08, and on May 31,1.83.

~he tendency for mul~iple trading to be concentrated in stocks active
on the principal exchange 258 lessens the likelihood that such trading
will serlTously impair the depth of that market. Certainly, in none of
the 3 weeks did the trading on the NYSE drop even close to the mark
of 400 shares a day, which the exchange seems to view as the bare
minimum necessary to support its auction market.

Against the possible diversionary effects of multiple trading must be
weighed a possible increase in overall volume; the whole market’s
being split into multiple exchange markets in different parts of the
country may itself engender public interest and activity that would
not otherwise be reflected in any market. In one or more early cases
under section 12(f) (2) the Commission recognized this stimulating
effect as a reason for granting the application for unlisted trading
privileges, 2~9 and the earlier staff studies referred to above tended to
support the conclusion that multiple trading in its totality does not
re~i6ce round-lot volume on the primary market, but may actually
increase it. The fact that the New York and American Stock Ex-
change members have retail offices throughout the country, including
the vicinities of the regional exchanges, and the further fact that the
membership of many regional exchanges is significantly if not pre-
dominantly made up of New York and/or American exchange mem-
bers, would tend to limit the potential for increases. On the other
hand, the inability of the still substantial group of "sole" members of
the regional exchanges to handle retail orders in the primary .market
except on the basis of nonmember commission rates ~6o would indicate
that the contention has some validity.

A substantial part of regional exchange business in multiple traded
stocks is in odd lots rather than round lotsY6t Odd-lot transactions,
since they take place outside the round-lot auction market, whether
effected on the NYSE or on the regional exchange, do not directly af-
fect the depth of the primary market except insofar as the odd-lot
dealers effect offsetting round-lot transactions. The significant differ-
ences between execution of an odd-lot transaction on a regional ex-
change and the NYSE relate to the broker’s costs, the amount of the

~ Boston’s figures were eliminated because its trading is principally in odd lots.
~s See discussion above and table VIII-75.
¯ z~ 6 S.E.C. 296 (1939).
~CThe situation may be di~fferent on the American Stock Exchange because of its

provision for associate membership.
~ See see. 4.d0 above.
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commission he retains, and which odd-lot dealer earns the odd-lot dif-
ferential. If a sole member of the regional exchange places the odd-
lot order with an NYSE member, he pays the full nonmember NYSE
commission, generally subject to a return of reciprocal commissions or
special services. If he executes the order directly on the regional ex-
change or places it with another member of that exchange for execu-
tion, he retains ~11 or mo~ of the commission. In the one case, the
odd-lot differential is earned by one of the two large NYSE odd-lot
dealers, while in the other it is earned by the specialist-odd-lot dealer
on the regional exchange.

At the other end o.f the spectrum, there is evidence that some round-
lot executions on regional exchanges consist of portions of large orders
which, if traded en bloc, would not necessarily contribute to the smoo~h
functioning of an auction marke~.2~2 To s~te this another way~ since
any large block may tend to produce a temporary imbalance of demand
and supply, reduction of a block by handling part of i.t on a regional
exchange may be considered, in a broad sense, as enhancing rather than
impairing depth. It is to be noted in this connection that several
dual members of regional exchanges, in responding to (~uestionnaire

"m act on ~TYSE" as a ran’or reason forEX--4 gave "reduce market 1 p ]
execu~’i~g transactions on a regional exchange (table VIII-78).

Section 12(f) (2) has focused major attention on the justification 
multiple trading on the regionals in terms of the "vicinity" test, 2~ not
on its effect on the primary market. As applied, the clause has exerted
minimal effect in inhibiting the extension of the unlisted trading priv-
ilege to the regional exchanges. The application has nurtured the
important role served by the regional exchanges as competitive mar-
kets and as a separate channel for the trading of listed stocks by pro-
fessionals who would otherwise be denied practical access to dealing
in these stocks. But whatever objective standard m,a.~ be employed to
give content generally to the vicinity test, it woulc~ seem that care
~hould be exercised in applying this test in situations in which the
consequence of extension of the unlisted trading privi.le.ge would be
to reduce ¢he depth of the existing market beyond the m~mmum neces-
sary to support an auction market.~

b. Regional exchanges as primary markets
If there can be differing viewpoints concerning the multiple ~ruding

function of the regional exchanges, the valxm of their role as ~lterna-
tire primary auction markets--at least in the case of the best and
strongest of them---cannvt be doubted. The difficulty here is Vhe very
real and practical one that their long struggle for survival as primary
markets has been a losing one. If multiple trading had not bcen al-
lowed to flourish to the extemt it has, the names of additional regional
exchanges" Would undoubtedly have been added to the cmsuMty list
by now.

In the performance of their function as primary markets, ~)f course,
the regional exchanges compete not only with the prin.cipal exchanges
but with the over-the-counter market. It has been seen m part B of this
chapter that auction markets are more demanding than over-the-

2e~ See pts. C and D of this chapter.
~ See sec. 2.b, below.
~ In June 1963 the Commission recommended legislation which wo~fld remove the

vicinity test, leaving a broad "public interest" test.
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counter markets in their criteria for securities to be traded, but it has
also been seen that t~ere is a wide overlapping in criteria among
presently listed (exchange-traded) and presently unlisted (over-the:
counter-traded) securities. Current potential for additional regional
listings must not be exaggerated, ~.f course; James Day~ president of
the Midwest Stock Exchange, has advised the Special Study that
an analysis of the 14-State area considered by the MSE to be its
"vicinity" reveals only 185 potential new listings for that exchange,
of which two-thirds appear to possess, without reservation, the qualifi-
cations ~r a good regional auction market of the conventional type.~
Nevertheless, the potential for exp.anding the role of regional ex-
changes as primary markets--reversing the trend of recent dez~les--
remains very real. A number of different factors may or could con-
tribute ~o this potential if industry and governmental efforts are
pointed i~ this direction.

A factor of prime importance in the development of the regionals
as primary markets would be the r~noval by appropriate legislation
of present discriminations in requirements imposed on issuers of listed
and unlisted securities, as recommended in chapter IX of this report.
This recommendation stands on i~s own footing entirely ap~r~ from
any collateral effects-to achieve basic protections for investors in
unlisted stocks--but it is also clear that, as regulatory distinctions
have undoubtedly been a fac .tor in issuers~ choice of markets~ elimina-
tion of these distinctions would bring an additional quantity of
~curities to the listed markets including the regional exchanges.

Sec~mdly, there may be furbh.er important possibilities for strength-
ening regional exchanges through mergers, mechanical interconnec-
tions~ a~d/or reciprocal membership arrangements, between two or
more existing exchanges. Such combinations have proved highly use-
ful in the pasty particularly in the case of what are now the Midwest
Stock Exchange, Vhe Pacific Coast St~ck Exchange, and the Philadel-
phia-Baltimore-Washington Stock Exchange. With ever-improving
means of rapid communication, measures of this lrind may hold even
greater promise for the future. It is quite conceivable that some or all
of the present 14 "regional" exchanges, themselves representing the
survivors of approximately 100~ could be greatly strengthened if cor-
porately or mechanically combined into a .smaller number of entities.
The potential advantages would be of at least three different kinds.
First, a combined, larger membership would bring greater breadth
and depth of interest in all securities traded.~ Secoud~ the capacity
of combined units to provide market facilities and self-regulatory
mechanisms ~f high quality would obviously ,be greater than that of
any of their component markets. Third, the prominence and prestige
of the larger u~its and thus their capacity to attract listings, to gum
investor accepta~ee~ and to obtain broad publication of ~heir trans-
actions and quotations, would inevitably be enhanced.

Another method of increasing the role of the regionals as primary
markets might be to seek a greater degree of flexibility in their trading
methods and practices than is presently found. Present rigidity up-

~ Day’ s es~mate is based on more rigorous standards, however, tha~ others have
adopte~ or expressed.

~The present arrangements betweea the PBWSE, the PSE, the BSE, and the
Montreal Stock Exchange under which members of each exchange can execute orders
on the others at member rates is a step in this direction.
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pears to stem from pre-t934 history and from the Exchange Act’s
treatment of all "national securities exchanges" as a single regulatory
category. On the other hand, section ll(c) of the act expressly con-
fers authority to make distinctions among exchanges, and similar au-
thority is implied in various sections’ authorization of substantive
Commission rules "necessary and appropriate in the public interest or
for the protection of investors" and section 19(b)’s authorization 
Commission modification of an exchange’s rules where "necessary or
appropriate for the protection of investors or to insure fair dealing
in securities traded in upon such exchange * * * " Notwithstanding
this potential for flexibility and variety, there are many important re-
spects in which all exchange markets are distin~mished from all over-
the-counter markets for regulatory purposes. ~o sharp a distinction
may be quite valid when over-the-counter securities as a total class are
broadly compared with listed securities as a total class. But for pur-
poses of establishing adequate trading practices, the broad category of
listed stocks may well be subject to a degree of subdivision, ranging
from those stocks unquestionably possessing all the characteristics
associated with most active trading in the continuous auction market
to those possessing the minimum attributes for trading on an exchange.
For the latter group at least, it might be realistic and constructive to
permit greater flexibility in trading practices, at least if this category
could be clearly identified in the public mind so that investor expecta-
tion could be appropriately attuned to the facts.

Along these lines, it might be possible, for example, for certain of
the regional exchanges to recognize a distinction between "national"
and "regional" listings, with somewhat different standards and trading
practices applicable to each category. Assuming that "national" list-
ings on regional exchanges would be comparable to those on the New
York exchanges, the practices and procedures applicable to the "re-
gional" category might be intermediate between those prevailing in
the. largest exchanges and those prevailing in over-the-counter mar-
kets; i.e., some form of call market ~7 or an auction market with modi-
fied ground rules.

During the course of the Special Study, conferences were held be-
tween members of the staff of the study and representatives of the
Midwest and Pacific Coast exchanges concerning problems faced by
the regional exchdnges with respect to their markets in solely listed
stocks, and the two exchanges presented a plan which they believe
would help to create active, liquid exchange markets in certain of their
sole listings. The plan, called the "Exchange Dealer Plan," basically
provides that exchange member retail firms could acquire stock on
the exchange, in the regular way, which they could then resell to
solicited customers as principal, charging a net price which would in-
clude a markup. The maximum amounts of these markups would be
set by the exchange. Before the transaction would be consummated,
the "crossing" 26s mechanism would be utilized on the floor of the ex-
change; if there were a lower offer available on the floor, the customer
would receive the benefit of such lower price. Various antimanipula-
tire restrictions are also proposed with respect to the trading of the
member firm engaged in retailing stock. If a retail firm with which

See eh. Y.
See eh. VI.D.7.a.
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a specialist is associated decided to participate in theplan in a stock
in which the specialist is registered~ the specialist wouldbe required to
withdraw as such while the firm operated under the plan.2~9

There are several considerations which militate in favor of the adop-
tion of some variant of the proposed plan, including the fact that it
would provide some safeguards not characteristic of over-the-counter
markets in respect of otherwise similar mechanisms. Its principal
advantage, if the negative aspects mentioned below are not found
to be preponderant, is that it might provide some relief from the
dilemma ~n which regional exchanges find themselves, in that they
are restricted from allowing members the latitude permitted in over-
the-counter transactions, but at the same time cannot offer them the
prestige of the major New York exchanges.

Considerations against the plan in its present form may be sum-
marized as follows: First, the plan would permit markups in excess
of the commissions which now prevail on exchange markets and the
amount of the markup .would not be disclosed to the customer. Sec-
ond, the net~ price including the markup would appear on the exchange
tape and, although distinguished from regular tape prices, might
create confusion as to what the actual market prices were. Third,
the customer might find it easier to buy securities under the plan
than to sell since the dealer involved in the plan could leave the market
at will. Certain of these difficulties may also be present, of course,
and in greater degree, in many over-the-counter markets, but they
take on new aspects when considered in relation to an "exchange"
category.

The Special Study is unable to recommend approval of the specific
plan in the precise form presented, but believes that regional ex-
changes should generally be given encouragement in adapting con-
ventional mechanisms for handling special categories of securities,
and should be afforded reasonably wide latitude to demonstrate, under
carefully controlled conditions, whether the balance of benefits and
dangers of any particular plan is acceptable. With respect to the
specific "Exchange Dealer Plan," additional study of its details should
be undertaken by the staff of the Commission, together with the ex-
changes involved, to consider whether further refinements and safe-
guards would improve the balance. As a minimum, these safeguards
should not be less than would result from the recommendations in
chapter VII as to over-the-counter markets; in other words, even if
some form or forms of intermediate trading mechanisms should be
permitted or even encouraged, there is no reason to tolerate any form
that is inferior in any manner or degree to what is expected of over-
the-counter markets. Upon satisfactory conclusion ot~ such a study,
an.d .with such modification of the plan as may seem necessary, Com-
mission approval in the form of appropriate temporary exemptions
from rules 10b-2 .and 10b-6 should be granted. The plan might
then be adopted for a limited period of, say, 12 months, during the
l~t .3 months of .which prior to any renewal of the plan, the Com-
mission should undertake a comprehensive evaluation of the plan and
the practices which developed in connection with it. The particular

~ A variant of the plan, mentioned in the course of conferences but not embodied in
the vlan as filed, would confine retail activity on the above ba~ls to the specialist firm
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plan may or may not prove workable, but efforts in this direction under
carefully controlled conditions would seem worthwhile to strengthen
t, he regional exchanges as primary markets.
e. Genera~ considerations

In addition to the specific trading functions of the regionM ex-
changes described in the two previous subsections, these markets were
described by the Commission 20 years ago as "important factors in the
lives of their communities * * * functionally interlocked * * * with
the facilities of brokers, dealers, and bankers." ~70 The point undoubt-
edly has validity today: aside from the intangible consideration of
prestige accruing from the existence of a stock exchange in a financial
community, the regionM exchanges stimulate banking business by
cre~ting loans, deposits~ stock tr£nsfer and registry operations; pro-
vide employment directly and indirectly; and may ~therwise ~0n-
tribute to the health of a region’s economy. Perhaps not least in
public importance, they serve as resistanc~ points against what might
otherwis~ be an irresistible and ultimate gravitation of securities
markets and surrounding activities to New York.

Competition among exchanges in dually traded stocks has already
been listed as an element in the protection of the public customer.
But a more generalized type of competition between regional and
primary exchanges may a’Iso operate ultimately, if less directl~r, in
the public interest. The trailbl~azing potential of the regionats in
introducing new methods of doing business has been demonstrated in
various ways. Thus, the Midwest Exchange proudly claims to have
instituted the practices of--
* ¯ * (1) the admission of corporate members which broadened service to the
public and permitted many fine investment banking and dealer firms to trade
in listed securities for the first time; (2) clearing by n~ail, which provided
better service to investors and substantially cut operating costs of out-of-city
members; (3) the exchange’s own wire system that speeded up information
to investors and cut communications costs to members; (4) the present cen-
tralized bookkeeping system plan that will offer substantial savings in the cost
of the members’ back-office procedures and will improve service to investors.

The Midwest Exchange also claims to be responsible for-
* ¯ * establishment of Midwest transfer offices, cutting time, mailing expense,
and New York State transfer tax, for the benefit of Midwest residents and estab-
lishment of a pool to supply stock on loan to members wanting to speed up deliv-
eries on sales to customers.

In the same way~ the PBWSE claims credit for establishing the first
stock clearing corporation in 1870 (as the Philadelphia Exchange)~
some 20 years before the NYSE followed suit.

So brief a summary of such measures may tend to understate their
importance. Thus, the Midwest centralized bookkeeping system re-
ferred to above is a large-scale project designed to attain the bene-
fits of automation--in terms of speed, efficiency~ and economy--for
brokerage firms which, individualIy~ could not be expected to be able
to afford such elaborate and extens{~;e services. The system performs
a subst’antial portion of the back-office work of its participating mem-
bers--wherever they may be located--at a cost estimated to be ap-
proximately one-third the members’ previous average expense for

~o 10 S.E.C. 270 ~t pp. 2~-2~4 (1941). ’
¯ 7~ In 1936~ the Commission pointed out to the Congress that regional exchanges hetp~l

to prevent "the further concentration in New York of control over the movement of
capital in the Nation." SEC, "Report on ~rading in Unlisted Securities Upon Exchanges,’"
p. 15 (193~).




